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BG News
Bowling Green State University

weather
Increasing cloudiness
throughout the day. High
in the mid-50's. Continued cloudiness and rain
expected tonight. Low in
the low 40's.

November 18, 1982

Academic Council hears
problems with semesters
by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

A UAO sponsored Christmas Craft Fair is being held in the Browsing Room and Promenade Lounge allowing students to
purchase early gifts for the holiday season.

BG News photo/Casey Klley

Semester conversion questions
were brought before the Academic
Council Wednesday by Cary Brewer,
registrar, who cited two concerns of
his office dealing with the changeover.
One concern of Brewer's office is
the physical education requirements
under the semester system. Brewer
said continuing students that have
already completed two physical education courses under the quarter system, and transfer students coming to
the University from a quarter calendar elsewhere, would have to pass
an additional physical education
course to fulfill graduation requirements under the new system.
Brewer, in compliance with the
Registration and Records Advisory
Committee, proposed that continuing
or transfer students who have completed activities courses under a
Siiarter system be excused from the
hiverity s physical education requirements tor graduation. Brewer
explained that implementing this proposal would relieve such students
from the burden of taking another
physical education course.
THE COUNCIL tabled the proposal
until the Dec. 1 meeting after much
discussion.
Another concern of the registrar's
office was that of transfer evaluation
of credit. Brewer said that during the
Eirocess of computing credit hours,
ransfer students could become deficient from graduation.
Brewer proposed to the council that
any student who does not have enough

hours for graduation because of the
course by course evaluation be assisted by adjusting these hours. This
would be done by rounding one course
hour and changing it on the student's
record.
Brewer stated in a memorandum to
the chair, Dr. Karl Vogt, that this
proposed procedure would in no way
jeopardize the minimum graduation
requirement of 122 semester hours,
but would correct the decimal error
during the course by course evaluation of transfer students.
The council also tabled this proposal because an approval cannot be
made on the first proposal.
THE COUNCIL also voted Wednesday to discontinue the University's
"add one - drop one rule."
The committee discussed the past
practice of dropping a course in order
to add one because of the problem of
overcommiting staff members and
space resources.
Vogt, in a memorandum to the
council, stated that though it is not
explicitly stated, the conversion process inpfies that no new offerings
would be added without the deletion of
existing courses.
With the addition of new courses
forthcoming, the council asked that a
list be compiled of all courses that
have not been taught for the past five
years for future consideration of the
matter.
A motion to give the right and
privilege to review courses not taught
tor the past five years for poss'ole
elimination was also marked for discussion at the Dec. 1 meeting.

Ohio House supports drunk driving crack-down
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The House
approved overehelrniiigly Wednesday a Senate-passed bill that would
give the state perhaps some of the
toughest drunken driving laws in the
nation.
Apparently yielding to strong public
pressure, members returned to the
Senate 81-9 the measure which would
guarantee even a first offender a
three-day stint in jail.
The House added the mandatory
term as one of a series of strengthening floor amendments, lobbied for not
only by the administration of GOP

in the

NEWS
Suspect pleas guilty
A plea of not guilty was entered
Wednesday by Janet Fitzgerald, a
suspect in the harassment incidents
that occurred in Chapman Hall, the
deputy clerk for the Bowling Green
Municipal Court said.
The plea was entered by mail
through attorney Michael Halleck.
A pre-trial conference will take
place December 1 between Fitzgerald, Halleck and Sgt. Ralph Bratt
from Campus Safety' and Security. Many options are open to the
parties and at the conference they
I decide what course the case will
take.
A judge will not be present at this
conference. The parties will discuss
their choices with a judge later.

Colleges may merge
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) — Gov.
James Rhodes predicted today that
Kent State University and the University of Akron will merge to give
Ohio "a second great university" with
50.000 to 60,000 students.
At a news conference, the governor was asked about the proposal
that he recently advanced, touching
off criticism from some northeastern Ohio educators.
Rhodes would not speculate as to
when such a merger might occur, but
said, "It's going to happen one of
these days. There is duplication at
these universities just 15 miles apart.
I think the board of regents is going
to take it up."
The governor said the entire northeastern Ohio area would benefit
from a big university because it
would have more political clout in
Columbus. He said the state's biggest
educational institution, Ohio State
University, gets virtually anything it
wants from the state.

Gov. James A. Rhodes, but also by
citizens groups, Including the especially vocal Mothers Against Drunk
Driving.
Rep. Waldo Bennett Rose, RLima,
offered the amendment mandating
the three-day term which could not be
replaced by intervention treatment
programs, as under current law.
The House vote came on a busy day
in both chambers as lawmakers
sought to tie loose ends together in
order to adioum the 1982 legislative
session by the end of the week.

IN OTHER action, the House approved 91-1 and sent the Senate a bill
under which the state would issue
revenue bonds and use the proceeds to
assist in the development of private
housing.
That measure, by Rep. Troy Lee
James, D-Cleveland, implements the
housing amendment (Issue 1) approved by voters in the Nov. 2 election.
The Senate scheduled a floor vote
on the measure Thursday, although it
bogged down in committee late in the
day in a dispute over whether the

prevailing wage should be paid on
construction projects.
The House also approved, 87-2, a
measure designed to temporarily rescue Ohio's unemployment compensation fund, already in debt to the
federal government in the amount of
$1.6 billion.
However, Republican majority
leaders in the Senate said the stopgap
measure needs more study and will be
held over for the new Legislature
which convenes Jan. 3.
IN ADDITION to the three-day jail
term, the House also put more teeth

into the drunken driving bill by restoring a "per se" provision. That's a
lawyers term fixing the point of body
alcohol content at which a driver is
determined to have violated the law.
The amendment provides that if a
driver's blood, breath or urine alcohol
content is .10 percent or more, he or
she would have as their only defense
the claim that the testing procedures
were erroneous.
As the bill emerged from the House
Judiciary Committee, those lobbying
for a stringent bill claimed it was
weakened from the Senate version.

For instance, the committee said a
defendant who tested .10 or more
could be charged with a new, lesser
offense of impaired driving as an
alternative to driving while intoxicated.
But Rose said the public is demanding more.
SEN. MICHAEL DEWINE. R-Cedarville, the original sponsor, indicated he was pleased with the House
amendments and might ask the Senate to concur, avoiding a conference
committee.

Aerobics:
Teacher 'kicks' way into stardom
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

As the star of WBGU-TV's "Aerobic
Dancing" and as the co-author of the
recently published book, "Aerobic
Dancing: A Way to Fitness," HPER
instructor Judy Kisselle generates
enthusiasm for aerobics through her
teaching.
"I believe in what I'm doing and in
the benefits of aerobics," she said.
"My enthusiasm is genuine. Tt3 biggest benefit of aerobic dancing is
cardiovascular improvement and a
renewed vitality, if s an energizer."
After more than 300 people responded favorably to the pilot of
Aerobic Dancing," the series developed into 26 parts.
The only negative comment about
the aerobics program came from an
84-year-old woman who said she had
"never done it and wouldn't start
now."
However, Kisselle said aerobic
dancing is an activity for everyone
who desires good health.
"It's for all ages, all sizes, and for
people of both sexes," she said.
Because aerobic dancing is a pulsemonitored activity, she said all people
can begin to aerobicize, including
those who are overweight.
"The pulse is an indicator of how
hard each individual can work," she
said.
"THERE'S NO way we can overdo
it if we pay attention to pulse readings."
Kissel]
elle said she tries to individualize her teaching, and to teach students
to read their body signs so the program relates to them.
As with any exercise program, aerobic dancing must be performed regularly to produce visible results.
Kisselle said it should be performed
at least three times a week for 30
consecutive minutes, with all muscles
working during the dances.
"It takes a minimum of 10-12 weeks
before you can feel the change happening, although the change really

starts happening once you begin an
exercise program." she said.
Although "Aerobic Dancing" is her
first television show, she said she did
not have problems converting from
the classroom to the studio. The only
difference was she did not get to see
her students, she said.
During the television program, she
said she often turns her back to the
camera.
"I TURN my back to the camera so
they (viewers) can pick up the steps,"
she said. "Once they learn them, I
face the audience and do a mirror
image of the steps."
Her exercise program consists of
four segments - warm-up, aerobics,
cool-down and relaxation.
"The relaxation segment is a very
valuable study tool, because everyone
needs to learn how to relax," Kisselle
said. Students can use the stretching
exercises to reduce stress and make it
easier for them to relax, she added.
The cool-down segment allows
blood to flow back to the heart and
brain and prevents faintings, she
said. Also, the aerobic segment
strengthens the heart muscle, she
added.
In addition, she said the warm-up
exercises make the muscles more
supple, allowing for a greater range
of motion. She said injuries are less
likely to occur when warm-up exercises are performed.
Taping for the exercise series began last May and ended the second
week in August. Kisselle said,
"IT WAS a very strenuous assignment - physically it was demanding,"
she said.
"Aerobic Dancing" premiered on
Channel 57 Oct. 18, and can be seen
Mondays and Wednesdays at 6 p.m.
The show is also rebroadcast Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7 a.m. and
Saturdays at 8:30 a.m.

Judy Kisselle

BG News photo/Patrick Sandor
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Reagan's economic
course is suicidal
When Ronald Reagan declared on Tuesday, "We will not
negate all the good we have accomplished in these first
22 months." He was refering to calls for a modification of the
current economic program during the lame-duck session of
Congress set to begin.Nov. 29.
We feel the modifications being called for are the only
things that will get this country out of the mess it's in. It's
time for Ronald Reagan to open his eyes and look at what his
twisted logic has created.
Unemployment is at 10.4 percent and shows no signs of
coming down. This means that one out of every 10 people is
out of work. This is a staggering figure, especially when we
realize that a lot of those people are clustered in the Midwest.
Predictions of record cold coupled with record high heating
costs do not paint a rosy picture for the nation's unemployed.
It is rapidly becoming obvious that many of America's
heavy-industry jobs have been lost for good. Only modernization can save America's steel and auto industies in the highly
competetive world market. Modernization means automation, and automation eliminates jobs.
America's work force badly needs re-training. Yet there is
no reason that industrial jobs can't be replaced by the
growing high-tech industries. No reason except for the fact
that the work force is totally unskilled in the high-tech area.
Reagan must modify his current economic program to
allow for massive re-training of the work force. If he doesn't,
unemployment and problems related to it will become
uncontrollable and begin to destroy the entire country.
The hand writing is on the wall and it's time for Reagan to
open his eyes and read it. And if he cannot, then it's time for
Congress to take matters into their own hands.
Cuts in education funding must be restored, especially
student loans for higher education and tech schools. The
CETA program must be replaced with something more
substancial than the miniscule program which Reagan has
offered us.
Programs of this type cost a great deal of money, money
which will have to come out of the federal budget. We are all
aware by now that one of the key components of any
economic recovery is a balanced federal budget. Any new
programs must be met with a corresponding decrease in the
funding of other programs.
We have enough money for a jobs program. We do not,
however, have enough money to fund huge increases in the
defense budget. We certainly do not have enough money to
play "sugar daddy" to the worlds right-wing dictatorships.
The defense budget must be cut. Costly new nuclear
weapons programs are absurd. The real threat of nuclear
war exists not in the fact that we have an illusionary window
of vulnerability but in the fact that we might not be able to
meet an ememy attack with conventional forces and thus, be
forced to resort to using our nuclear weapons.
The MX missile should be scrapped as soon as possible. No
more money needs to be wasted on that program. Sen. Ernest
F. Hollings (D-S.C.) announced last week that he has enough
votes in the Senate to kill the MX during the comming lameduck session. We support his efforts as a first step toward
freeing-up the funds needed for a worker training program.
Once the MX is killed, the Trident Submarine program and
the other programs designed to provide us with an additional
15,000 useless warheads must be cut out.
Finally, the tax cuts which have been enacted over the
previous two years must also be recinded. These cuts include
not only the highly publicized personal income tax cuts but
also, huge cuts in corparate taxes.
The time for cutting taxes is after the budget has been
balanced and not before. Likewise, the maintenance of the
our economic foundation is the most important aspect of our
national defense. Reagan's programs will leave us with a
plethora of weapons and only closed factories and jobless
workers to defend.
The real world struggle is an economic one and if Congress
doesn't act quickly we will lose the battle before President
Reagan even realizes that there is a war going on.
We urge all citizens to write to Congress and force them to
take the action necessary to avert the economic catastrophe
President Reagan has set course for. To stay our course now
will be suicide.
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Conference highlites culture gap
HAKONE, Japan - Scholars, artists
and Journalists make up a modern
mix almost guaranteed to create misunderstanding. It was with some mis-

COMMENT
by Garry Wills
givings that two institutions, each
celebrating an anniversary, stirred
these troublesome groups together for
a conference on Japanese-American
cultural relations.
The two institutions are Tokyo's
International House, now 30 years old,
and New York's Japan Society, whose
75th anniversary is being commmemorated in a book by Edwin Reischaucher, the diplomat who
undiplomatically confessed that the
artists performing here left him bewildered.
BUT THE BEWILDERMENT was
not simply a matter of alien cultures
meeting. They have already met, and
are us (to paraphrase Pogo).
Take three or many symbolic incidents:
1) A Japanese poet was confronted
by an American journalist who called
one of his lines "brutal." It is typical,

cETTERS

For some reason Bowling Green
State University seems to function by
this motto: "We serve you at OUR
convenience". This time the problem
concerns the way BGSU nandles
hockey games. I do not mean the
violence of the players or the subject
of referee competence, that is another
matter. I am refering to the sale of
tickets.
When the sports department advertises all-sports passes, they state that
for $20.00 you can see all home football, basketball and hockey games for
the equivalent of 55 cents a game. One
would generally take for granted that
the ownership of a pass would mean
assured admission to the game. Not
so. I went to pick up a ticket for the
Friday night game against Ohio State
(Nov. 12) Thursday morning and was
informed that there were no more
general admission tickets left, but
that I could buy reserve seats. As
much as I like hockey, there is no way
I should have to pay for another ticket
when I should be getting a sports pass
ticket, whether It be from the box
office or from a ticket scalper.
Even if you do get a ticket, the
chance that you will get a seat is slim,
unless you wait in line for a half hour
before the Ice Arena doors open. I "
realize that hockey has a major following and that the Ice Arena has a
limited seating capacity, but that
does not excuse the fact that the
sports department sold so many
passes, knowing full well that some
people would be left without a seat. I
have noticed that there is a section of
general admission seats that is not
open to general admission ticket holders. It seems that when there is a
game that has a higher degree of fan
interest, this section is blocked off as
reserved seats. I don't know, but I
thought that selling seats twice might
be illegal.
There are a few solutions to this
problem if only the sports department
would put the effort into it. One such
solution would be to limit the number
of passes one person can buy. If only
one pass per person was allowed,
there may be enough tickets for pass
holders, plus ticket scalping would be

for a start, that the Japanese poem
was about Marilyn Monroe, and the
American journalist was thinking primarily of Vuklo Mishima (on whom
he had written a book). The two men
criss-crossed because each had
adopted a part of the other's culture. I
dare say the Japanese knew more
about Marilyn Monroe than the American did, and the American knew
more about Yukio Mishima than the
Japanese did. What they did not
know, it emerged, was how different
the Japanese and American words for
"naked" are - the offending word in
the crucial line. They were too close
on everything else to see how far
apart they were on that word. Is that a
hopeful or a disheartening sign? Both,
I suppose.
2) Toru Takemitsu, the musician
whose works are becoming as famous
in London and New York as they have
been for a long time in Tokyo, was
asked whether classical Western music or classical Japanese music had
influenced him more. He could not
answer a question that already distorted reality by its terms: "I was
brought up in China, where my father
listened to nothing but Jazz." Western
music gave Takemitsu his original
framewrok, but his temperament Imposes the calm of Japanese art. As he

said: I keep trying to writean allegro,
but I cannot." Western rhythms yield
to a different calm. One musician
here explained other things, as well as
Takemltsu's composition "Dorian Horizon," when he said that, In this
work, a far-off nusic plays through
nearer sounds as throgh a veil. (By
the way, the Western musician who
said that admits that he would like to
write a tranquil piece, and cannot).
The transcultural atmosphere was
captured on the conference's second
night when Takemitsu played a recent work dedicated to an evening he
remembers on Cape cod.
3) Perhaps the greatest symbol
here of cultural coonflict and cultural
accord - also one of the greatest
artist* of our century - is sculptor
Isamu Noguchi. An American citizen,
Noguchi had a Japanese father who
deserted him. his American mother, a
blue-stocking of the aesthetic 1890s,
taught English to the children of Lafcadio Hearn, one of the first Americans to live in Japan as an interpreter
of that country to the West. The Japanese sponsors of the conference had
some trepidation about Noguchi,
whose temper is famous. He had a
blowup with the mayor of Hiroshima
when that city cancelled the contract
for a memorial to the dead killed by

the atomic bomb. (Noguchi also
clashed with the Kennedy family
when his memorial to President Kennedy was rejected.)
NOGUCHI DID SHOW a touch of
the acerb when he noted that the
conference lineup had put him among
the Japanese, not the Americans. It
was because of his American citizenship that he voluntarily shared
the inernment of Japanese-Americans during World War II. But Noguchi's was a figure of reconciliation at
this conference: more alert, at 78,
than most younger participants;
seeking for a cultural identity that
can no longer, in our world, be nationalistic. He said at one point: "My
name in not Noguchi. I don't think I
have a name - except Isamu. I know
that is mine.'' And we know that name
is ours, our voice in his work, whether
at Yale's Beinecke library, of Billy
Rose's sculpture garden in Jerusalem, or the flower arrangemtn school
in Tokyo.
This conference had to be a success
- if for no other reason, by Noguchi's
mere presence. He is a one-man cultural exchange that works; he leaves no
excuse for failure among those working for further exchange.
Gary Wills is a nationally syndicated
columnist from Baltimore.

Sports Pass should assure seats
cut down. Also, students who get
tickets and then do not go to the game
could help by not getting tickets unless they are certain they are going to
attend. But if something unexpected
should come up which would cause
the person to miss the game, the
tickets should be returned to the box
office for redistribution.
All students should be warned of the
risk involved before paying $20.00 for
a sports pass. If the sports department was made to pay a 55 cent
refund to every person who does not
Set their sports pass ticket, maybe
ley would be more inclined to do
something about the sports pass problem instead of attempting to make the
most money as possible by ripping off
students. With the amount of money
that the sports department seems to
be making, they should at least be
able to provide an adequate and sufficient service.
Bob Gibson
418 Compton Hall

Administration has
gotten out of hand
After four years of attending this
University, and seeing year after
year the University commit many
memorable blunders, I finally took a
break from my homework (which I

wouldn't have if we were on quarters)
and decided to write this letter.
Since last year. I think the University's administration has gotten out of
hand.
First they threw the semester system at us without much warning. The
administration said this new system
wouldn't hurt us at all, and we would
all benefit from it. I'm sure most of
you know what a burden changing
was for the student. I had more work
to do with that, than I had homework.
I for one am also sick of the same
classes now that we are approaching
the 12th week. I also may not be able
to graduate on time. Up until last
year, I had planned my schedule
around the quarter system. Now I
have one less period in which to sign
up for the one class that may ho'd me
back. That one class is astronomy.
I'm sure that star-gazing will definitely help me during my upcoming
business career.
Next comes the news that the University wants to "reign" over offcampus students as well as the oncampus students. Pretty soon I'll
have to register my parties with the
University. I wonder if Dr. Olscamp
likes his privacy and rights tampered
with.
And today comes the news of Miss
Danko and her recent misfortune.
This news of the bursar's new payroll
Klicy is what really prompted this
ter. Is there a contest among Uni-

versity officials to come up with the
most ridiculous ideas that they can?
Or maybe they just get a kick out of
creating unnecessary problems for
the students.
The bursar, in my opinion, has no
right to hold back a person's hardearned money without a legitimate
reason. I think Miss Danko should be
Eaid for the time she spent waiting for
er "reminder." Isn't it nice to know
we have such a creative bursar?
Not to be outdone. Dr. Olscamp has
jumped into the arena. After the
''Debbie Does Dallas" episode in Anderson Hall, Dr. Olscamp has let his
secretary handle the press. Although
the decision made by Olscamp was
commendable, his manner in handling the press is deplorable. How
come whenever something of impor-,
tance, such as rape or the electrical'
incident in Bromneld, comes up, the
University officials clam-up? Maybe
the only vocabulary any of them have
is "no comment."
Well enough of the complaining. I
feel much better now. I hope all of you
enjoy the extra three weeks of classes
we have, so generously given to us by
the University. Oh, and by the way,
does Astro Lid. have a monopoly on
the personals?
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Culture
Ethnic classes deal with foreign life
"Nobody wants to be an
Archie Bunker," she said,
"but I don't believe anybody can grow up without
some form of prejudice."

Tills is the first in a twopart series on the University's Ethnic Studies Department
by Vlckl Relnhart and
Jennifer Workman

Exposing students to
other cultures and lifestyles and teaching the
contributions of each ethnic group to society, is the
importance of the University's Ethnic Studies Department, according to
Instructors in the program.
"I don't think any student can call himself an
educated person if be
leaves the University without knowing anything
about the multi-cultural
nature of society," Dr.
Robert Perry, chairman of
the department, said.
Many students at the
University have come
from small towns and have
lived 19 or 20 years without
ever knowing a black or a
Mexican, Dr. Patricia Remington, an ethnic studies
professor, said.
"It's essential that all
BG students be exposed to
something other than their
own lifestyle," she said.
"They have a narrowworld view. They have a
deep-down attitude that
anything different is not to
be trusted."
Remington said most
students deny they are
prejudiced.

ALTHOUGH PEOPLE
don't think they are prejudiced, they show prejudiced viewpoints and
attitudes without realizing
it, Remington said.
Expressing a similar
opinion, Dr. Rolando Andrade said, "there are people in this University that
Feel minorities are here
just to fill aquota. We don't
buy that. We are capable
individuals who nave
worked hard and earned
not only high school diplomas, but college (degrees)
and Ph.D.'s.

"You should go out of the
University with a greater
sensitivity and understanding, Andrade said.
Perry and Andrade compared a beginning course
in ethnic studies to an introduction course in the
social sciences or humanities.
Perry said a student
takes a beginning course in
sociology to understand
more about society. In the
same way, he said, a student should take an ethnic
studies course to learn
about ethnic groups.
He said people run into
ethnic and minority groups
in all parts of life, including the work world.
"YOU CANNOT avoid
minorities," Andrade said.

"Every person graduating
from any college, school or
department will have to
deal with minorities." He
cited business, education
and social work as examples.
"People have not been
taught about the contribution of each group to society," Perry said. "There
are significant numbers of
minorities living in this
country that we have a
very real responsibility to
understand these people."
The U.S. has a more diverse culture of ethnic
groups than any other
country in the western
world, though all countries
have minorities, Perry
said.
see ETHNIC page 6

(ISG opposes Union plans
by Erin Eamont
staff reporter

The proposed relocation
of classrooms from West
Hall to the Union was the
major topic discussed by
the Undergraduate Student Government general
assembly Wednesday
night.
USG Vice President
Mark Dolan said that the
general assembly would
stand by their original proposal which states that stu-

dent government would that the proposed changes
oppose the Union being not exceed two years.
used for classroom space.
Two committee memUSG approves the reloca- bers from USG will meet
tion of the Apple Lab to the with the Advisory CommitSide Door but they would tee on Facilities Utilization
prefer that the Interior De- and Planning Thursday to
sign Lab be placed in an- decide whether their proother area of the Union posal will be accepted.
other than the Browsing
"They (ACFUP) have
Room or the Cardinal decided to look into our
Room.
proposal one more time,"
Also, student govern- Dolan said. "They set up a
ment is requesting a writ- committee to look into it
ten guarantee from the and that is saying someUniversity Administration thing."
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PUT • OCAT • m • MAT
SUT-rttT'Sff -»C»ErBrWTS-»CT

Friday Nov. 19
7:30 pm
$1.00 - transportation provided
FREE HOT CHOCOLATE

TOm-NBKP-MITL ND BOMB VQE

ECFMB • HB •

5 Nights Lodging
5 Breakfasts
Sauna
Ski Lift
Jan. 2 - Jan. 6
For more information Call 353-0621

urn Derm BOARDS

POOHTfTY BOARDS • MJRSMG BOARDS
CM-

Bring a friend with a blanket and warm up the hay

I

Call 0*,» £.•» ana WiWtndi
<4I9) SM-3701
MM SCCOft MO
TOLEDO. OHIO 4]«06

OUTMOC N.T. STATf CALL TOLL FREE •00-27) 17>J

CASH & CARRY SPECIALS !

gir $ 1 OFF COUPON

Fane
rancy

CARNATIONS

Get ready for
Thanksgiving Day
Hair cuts 5.00

DOLAN SAID the committee is looking into alternatives and trying to give
USG solid reasons as to
why the classrooms need
to be located at the Union.
"They are not just doing
this to appease us," he
said.
"We will stand our
ground," Dolan said.
"However, if they do decide to oppose our proposal
we will begin circulating
petitions in an attempt to
get student signatures."
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Mixed

BOUQUETS

Blow

MINI-MALL
BEAUTY SALON

J-This coupon is good for $1.00 off
■
i .. ■
,
• each item per purchase.

Pkg. $2.50

Myle's Flowers
DAIRY QUEEN BLDG.

190 S. Main, B.G. 352 7658

■yjj;« on any regular priced
albums or pre-recorded tapes. J

Doz. $5

|
."

FcR.R.

«wthei«ifi *
of music

\

JHL

Buy 1 LP-save $1. Buy 5 LP;s save $5. etc
ON SALE items excluded from this offer.

TRACKS
Titt

riTm

"1

SPANKY'S
GOOD TYME SALOON

Don't Miss

The most unique Nite Club in Toledo gives you the best in dance

OHIO STATE vs.MICHIGAN

music with Jim Lieber's "Sounds of Music."
Tuesday through Saturday 9 PM to 2 AM - Weekly Specials
Tuesday - Dimes for Dames
Wednesday - Rock Nite with W.I.O.T.'s own DON JARDINE
Thursday is College I.D. Nite and Little Kings Specials all Nite
Friday and Saturday - Giant Wheel Nite

Saturday at 12:30

HAPPY HOURS ii «. to ci»se

Located in Old Towne at Southwyck

Longneck beer, margaritas,cocktails
2 TV's front - back bars
Chilli dogs only .50

Utf

The BIG BREAKS

€1 Dorado

%&4 $?09.iv"17
Steamboat Colorado
Jan. 2-9, 1983
$275.00

Happy Thanksgiving
from evryone at

IMl

^ "NEW"

Active Wear

College Nite
Every Thursday

Everyone
Admitted

FREE
W

An EiMOTlMnnWfl* Utility
Pkj| voursrM in .1 th. Dili.

6»*w 11-2042

Doors Open
8:30
874-22S3

---?

Admit One

—-t_

WEEKEND SPECIALS
FALL SAVINGS

Dixie Electric Co.

m

|

354-3531

1095 N. Main

^

Toronto,
Canada

We all need! ... AND DON'T FORGET!

But Bring Vow
College I.D.
For Surprises

cotton fleece-velours
tops-bottoms
25% - 30% off

Fall Suits-Blazers
selected styles
polyester-wool blends
25% - 30% off

[Blouses 1
selected styles
30% - 50% off

Twill Pants

Fall Dresses]
selected styles
30% - 50% off

The Po wder Puff
525 Ridge St.

[Sweaters
selected styles
vests, cardigans, novelties
25% - 50% off

IDanskin Body Wear
discontinued styles
30% - 50% off

ENTIRE STOCK
Asst. styles-colors
30% - 50% off

\SigTjmm
B.C.D, cups
Reg. $19.00
$11.99

MON.-SAT.
9:30-5:30
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Reagan says freeze info from Reader's Digest
and modern nuclear weapons in Europe,
they were misleading because the officials named
had been invited to appear
and present their nation's
views during public programs and had not participated in the planning or
organization of the events.
Reagan's charges have
drawn demands, in Congress and elsewhere, for
hard evidence of infiltration. Sen. Gary Hart, (D-

last week was questioned,
the White House produced
a list of published materials in an attempt to document the president's
statement. Those materials, however, contain few
references to the domestic
freeze campaign. And
what little evidence they
do cite relates to the
charge that the Soviet
Union has sought to stir up
opposition to deployment
of the neutron warhead

WASHINGTON (AP) President Ronald Reagan's claim that Soviet
agents are partly behind
the American campaign
for a nuclear weapons
freeze was apparently
based on similar allegations in Western Europe
and on an article in Reader's Digest, one of his favorite magazines.
When Reagan's assertion at a news conference

Colo.), and a member of
the Armed Services Committee, asked Chairman
John Tower, (R-Texas),
Wednesday to request the
administration to produce
its proof at a closed hearing.
'"The conclusions the
president has drawn from
this evidence are so serious that I believe he
should share it... with the
Armed Services Committee," Hart said.

mam

Dkwcror AJon Porker hoi exerted rrury monk
enetqy. utWzmgio fhe M everything rhotcometo.
sound, musk ond on con bring to the screen.'
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COME
EXPLORE

Every year a new breed
of athletes bits the fields
with a ferocious desire to
be the best. And every
year, some of these athletes suffer some form of
injury from sore muscles
to broken limbs, which
shatter their dreams of
success or set them back a
few weeks.

A good athlete, according to York, will respond
positively after the initial
disappointment.
"An athlete will usually
try to get the injury healed
by going through special

The TREASURES..
Special Trunk
Showing

Secondary Football
Coach Kip Cartwright said
he believes kids react differently when injured.
"Some kids take an aggressive approach and by
putting mind over matter,
force themselves to come
back quickly," Cartwright

"MOST PLAYERS want
to play even if they are
hurt," he said. "By hurt I
mean sore arms and legs
and bruised muscles.
Those players who are injured, with broken bones
or torn ligaments, are not
allowed to play."
Dave Bittner, a defensive nose guard for the
University football team,
is in the process of recovering from a serious knee
injury that has prevented
him from finishing the season.
."When I was injured, I
didn't know how bad it
was, so I was upset," he
said. "Once they told me I
needed surgery, I knew
that I would be afraid for
my knee next time I
played."
Bittner said he felt hurt
when he stood by watching
his teammates play while

TRIP TO: FAIR LANE MALL

he was injured.
"I was really bummed
out," he said. "I miss playing and I want to feel like
part of the team again."
But Bittner added that he
is glad he is able to cheer
the team on.
MOST ATHLETES and
coaches agreed that sports
injuries are both physically and emotionally upsetting. They said that
hard work, a good attitude
and a strong desire to overcome the setback is what
helps each person to regain
their health, adding that it
also helps them look forward to once again participating in the sport in which
they nope to succeed.
Kathy Fisher, a member
of the varsity softball
team, is an example.
"I would be very disappointed," she said with
eyes bulging and teeth
clenched. " I would work
my hardest to heal fast and
play again while cheering
on my team in the proc-

LSAT
GMAT

ONLY $7.00 transportation

Dec. 4

Sign up in the
UAO office

Mr. Ken Cooper

Large selection of:
Diamond Rings
including:cocktail
and engagement,
colored stone set rings
including: emeralds,
rubies and sapphires

38 shopping

CLASSIS NOW FORMING
SIMINAHS Mill) rlAR ROUND

days 'till Christmas

CoJumbui • Cleveland
Toledo * Ann Arbor

$9.00

all day
every day

20% off
Large assortment of
14Kt.
gold neck chains
50% offlei
Many
ry styles and lengths

all night
every night

Frankenmuth. Michigan
in a quaint
CALL I

In Columbus (614) 464 4414

In Cleveland: (216) 361 6543

German type town,

Luve

2-2343

Nov. 20

Union al e:oo a.m.

125.

Bowling Green

Main Sl

e

JJJ,° \

University Just i
7rw Test Sptislitts

■ TAPS

■Thurs. Nov. 18 i
SFree Gish
■Alice
■In Wonderland

^ JEW-ELK*>TO»E
N

TRIP TO:

SYoung
SMr. Lincoln S

to choose from.

Open Friday until 8 p.m.
Soturdoy until 5:30 p.m.

said. "Most players come
back at their own pace."
Coach Cartwright also
Suited out the distinction
tween hurt and injured
players.

,MMH«»»a»»»»»Mr.»ti»i

Fri.& Sat. Nov. 19th & 20th

353 6691

workout programs, " he
said.
ANNETTE AGEE, a
varsity swimmer, is over
the initial shock and disappointment of her injury.
According to Agee, she is
suffering* from muscle
problems in both elbows
causing her to lose some
feeling and muscle control
in her hands and arms.
Despite her six week setback, Agee will be able to
swim. Agee is working to
improve her condition in
the six long weeks she
must stay out of the water.
"I'm lucky since I am a
sprinter," she said. "I
would have a harder time
if I was a distancer. I am
working out on the exercise bike to maintain my
endurance. It is better than
sitting around waiting."

by Carole Hornberger
and Patty Roche

"I can sympathize with
the players and their injuries," Hockey Coach Jerry
York said when approached with the common
occurrence of injuries to
athletes.
York explained that
these injuries are a part of
sports - hockey included.
"We can't make a big
deal out of them or we will
always be crying," he said.

OVERWHELMING AND EXPLOSIVE...

by

Athletes tackle injuries

|Fri./Sat. Nov. 19-20
'Midnight
|210 MSC. $1.50 w/ID

Fri.-Sat. Nov.
j 19-20
I 7:00, 9:30

J210MSC
l$1.50w/ID

■

■The Lord
■of the Rings
■Sun. Nov. 21
■3:00.-5:30, 8:00
J210 MSC $1.50 w/ID

STEREO
LIQUIDATION
Brand New - Factory Fresh!

■—^ -"
6 €>

PIONEER

Power Magnums
STEREO LIQUIDATORS, INC.
So*e agent has repossessed a limited quantity of Pioneer Component 4 way
home speakers lor nonpayment of bad deots These speakers with large 12"
woofer sotd tor $738 00 a pair Big bass A crisp s* highs

A PAIR: $199
STEREO
RECEIVER
AM FM
| FAMOUS
NAME

FMWALK
*«4
RADIO with.
STEREO

| DOUY-MITAI . _ _

CASSETTE SajCj
DECK

NEW IN DASH
*«»
CAR STEREO _ W*~

I HEADPHONES
\
I DVN, MIC

$69

SHARP RT-10

TDK
STEREO
C-60 Cassettes HEADPHONES

NEW 1982 MODEL
AM-FM CASSETTE

LOW
NOISE
BRAND NEW

TEAC

POWER

AAc

AM/FM CASSETTEPH0N0
COMPACT HOME STEREO
WITH SPEAKERS

£99

HOME
CASSETTE CQO
DECK
W~*

WALK CASSETTE
STEREO WITH
AU0I0PHILE
CMTM DOE

I usTima _

fit
SATURDAY ONLY!
10 AM - 5PM

100 WATT
CAR EQUALIZER
BOOSTER

PRETTY MISS J EARRING SETS

PIONEER
COMPONENT
I 2-WAY SPEAKERS

EQUALIZER

HUNDREDS
OF ITEMS

STEREO
GRAPHIC

ALL FIRST COME,
FUST-SERVED

HOME

$69

A4Q

[^AexgTRiAx

40 PIECE
SOCKET SET

>*wSPEAKERPAIR
WITH
_ QRIUS

COMBINATION
US S METRICS M

WITH

e&aj

RATCHET

^^

I • I $29
A PAIR

6-PIECE
SCREWDRIVER
SET

SANYO 240Z
PorUOUAMFMCjuttN

SATURDAY ONLYI

Hoop. $9. Fan. teardrop, triangle or leaf. $8 ea
Jacket and stud sets: heart or circle |acket shape with
pearl and golden or rhinestone and golden studs. $8 ea

Jacobsoris

10AM-SPM

Main St., Toledo (use Front St. exit from 1-280)
I Cash, VI—, Maafroharoo

and match genuine cloisonne earring jackets
with line goldtone or look-of-pearl studs for a
array of lovely, individual earring accents.
Choose from our colorful collection ol
styles in the Miss J Shop for young women

Matching studs: dome, circle or square shape. $4 ea

DELUXE CUSHION *■
GRIP
f»

SPORTS ARENA

tMix

All Ham* QuarantMd

Open Thursdays and Fridays 'til 9:00 p.m.

Franklin Park, Toledo
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Day care center offers
'holistic* approach
by Klmberly Ann Fulk
reporter

Children lie at rest. It's 1
!i.m.-naptime, and the
onely notes of a flute
backed up by the harpsichord lull the children to
sleep.
These children are from
6 weeks to 10 years old and
attend Over the Rainbow
Children's Daycare Center
in Sylvania, a suburb of
Toledo.
The music, Steven Halpern "relaxation tapes,"
are part of the holistic care
on which the center bases
its existence.
According to Gail
Cherry, director and
owner of the center, holistic care means caring for
the whole child. She attempts to meet all the childrens' physical, mental
and emotional needs.
Cherry said the center
does this by combining the
eating of a balanced diet
with exercise and plenty of
rest.
Cherry, who has an associates degree in early
childhood and has spent
two years working in a
health food cooperative,
only serves the children
whole foods.
This includes breads
made of whole wheat, fruit
and vegetables, natural
unsalted peanut butter,
nuts, lowfat milk and natural fruit juices.
THE MEAL plan does
not include soft drinks,
cake, candy, potato chips,
koolaid, meats or anything
that contains sugar,
Cherry said.
"Sugar produces a high
in children, and they don't
need it. When they come
down, they get cranky,"
she said.
"We can really tell the
difference over Halloween.
We've had behavioral
problems and hyperactivltv. The children are unable to calm down. There
is fighting and they are

more aggressive," Cherry
said. "This is often due to
the high sugar."
Often, the children even
help prepare their own
meais.
"When children see
things prepared, they'll eat
it," she said. "They eat so
well when they do it themselves."
According to Cherry, she
bought the building for the
daycare center in the summer of 1961. Now, she has
an enrollment of 100 children supervised by 10 teachers, most who have a
two or four year degree in
early childhood.
Cherry said that she had
become discouraged with
other daycare centers because they were so moneyoriented, and thev all
served foods such as hot
dogs.
THE FOOD Cherry buys
is more expensive and she
does a lot of running
around to find it.
"I could just go to Foodtown, but I'd close this
place down first," she said.
"I know where all the
health food stores are. I
even go up in Michigan to
buy eggs.
"The children here probably eat better than their
parents do," said Cherry.
Working parents are often
too tired ui the evening to
prepare a good meal.
For all ofCherry's work,
she does not carry her belief in health food to the
children's morning classrooms.

Thirtee
our Sale
Save 20% and more on many
Hems plus special purchase.
Juniors
15% oH novelty sweaters. Bootnecks,
crewnecks. more. Reg. $12440. sale $9430
JOT'. -30% off entire stock woven tops.
Plaids, more. Reg. $12-$48, sale 9.40*3*0
20% -43% off skirts and slacks. Smart
Parts, more. Reg. $22 $39 sal* 17.00-29.25
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20%-40% off novelty pullovers. Acrylic/
wool. Solids, stripes. Orig. $22 $38
sale $1*421

20% off entire stock moderate handbags.
Leather, canvos, more. Reg. $14-$49.
sale 11.20-39.20

25% off boys' woven and flannel shirts.
4-20. Reg. 510-616, sale 7.60412

20% off Essentials boucle cardigans.
Acrylic loop yarn classic. Reg. $28.
sal* 22.40

50% off MR gold stick pins by
Jacmel. Severol styles.

20%-25% off s*4*ct*d Jr. acttvowaar.
Fleece, more. Reg. $15440. sale $12430.

20%-40% Off all georgette blouses.
Sizes 6 16 Orig. $28439. sale $21 $21

20%-40% off selected fall coordinates.
Fay's Closet, others. Reg. $28485.
sale $21 $44

20% 40% off plaid shirts. Man-tailored.
Sizes 6-16. Rag. $18425 sal* 14.40 $14

25% off entire stock Jr. outerweor.
Suits, coats, more. Reg. $49$ UO.
sale 34.75-1105.
Juniors (0*35/265/133/89/605/220/224/121/
638/214/217/115/215/245/119)

Young Collector
20% off Young Collector velour tops.
Solids, stripes. S Ml. Reg $18 $24.
sala 14.40-19.20
25%-50% off Mouses. Crepe-de-chin*.
georgette, more. Orig. $28 $44
now 14.25-527

20% off slocks. French Canvas, corduroy,
more. Reg. $36440, sale 2(.IO-$32
20% off Young Collector skirts. French
canvas, more. Reg. $33-$34.
sal* 24.40-27.20
20%-40% off entire stock Young Collector
coordinates. Panther, more.

25% off Mardl Modes blouses. Polyester
solids, prints. Reg. $22 $28 sal* 14.50-521
25% and more off octtvowear. Sidney
Gould. Comosport velours, more.
Reg. $22 $43. sal* 14.40 $24
Misses blazers and |ack*ts. Corduroy,
velvet, wool, more. Reg. $38 $95.
sole $29-42.99
20% off loll skirts. Wool blends.
corduroy. Orig. $34446. now $25-29.99.
sala $20-23.99
30% off entire stock slacks. Wool.
polyester, more. Reg $19 $38.
sal* 13.30-26.40
Misses (0109/94/63/85)

Westport
30% off regular price coordinates.
Russ. Cos Cob. more. Reg. $18-564.
sala 12.40 44.80
Westport blazers. Wool blend solids.
Navy. grey. more. Reg. $60. 39.99
25% off updated tops. Fritizi. Eber,
Poquette, Solids, patterns. Reg. $18-532.
sole 13.50-524

MONDAY-SPIRITS N1TE

Reg. $244120. sole 518490

TUESDAY-OLD MILWAUKEE
& SCHNAPPS

Young Collector (D667/661/662/666/I6B)

26% off sweaters. Orion acrylic v-necks.
bootnecks. more. Reg. $18. sala 13.50

WEDNESDAY-BEER OF THE NITi

Pacesetter

20% off Captions corduroy separates.
Blazers, more. Orig. $18450. now $13 $37
sale 10.40-29.40
25% off drossy blouses. Easy care
polyester. Orig. $20-530. sale $15-22.50
Westport (D162/660/1S8/I84/80)

FRIDAY-HAPPY HOURS 3-9
SATURDAY-SPIN THE WHEEL

20%-30% off famous maker separates.
Jackals, blouses, skirts, slacks, more.

SUNDAY-PITCHER NITE

Pacesetter (D177/I65/I70/6S5)

OO OFF

25% off famous maker men's sweaters.
Robert Bruce. Carlo Rossi, more
Wool, acrylic. Reg. 525-560. sal* 16.75-645

60% off UK gold chains, charms. Initials.
Reg. $20 $315 sale $10-157.50

26% off oil men's solid v-neck sweaters.
Arrow, mora. Reg. $20438. sal*$15-28.50

20% off all fashion pierced earrings.
Trifori, Biagi, more. Reg. $4-22.50.
sale 3.20-318

20% off all men's vests and cardigans.
Acrylic, wool. Reg. $18436,
sal* 14.40-28.80.

20% off entire stock Monet jewelry.
Earrings, more Reg $5-$60. sala $4-648

26% off entire stock men's flannel
sportshirts. Reg. $16420, sol* 512-515

25% off entire stock 1928 |*w*lry. Pins,
earrings, more. Reg $5 $35. sale3.75-24.26

25% off man's fancy sportshirts.
Buttondown or spread collar. Reg. 516-518,
sal* $12-13.60

25% off Morv.lla. Richelieu pearls. Necklaces, more Reg $5430. sol* 3.75-22.60
Totla fashion rings. Genuine, simulated
stones. Special purchase sal*$10

Any large pizza

25% off entire stock men's velours.
Solids, foncies. Reg 525435
sol* 18.75-24.60

30% off women's knit sets. Acrylic, wool.
Solids, patterns Reg. $6420 sale 4.20 $ 14

25% off entire stock men's sweotershlrts.
Solids, stripes. Reg. $18432. sala 13.60-624

20% off entire stock warm tights and
legwarmers. Reg. $9-16.50, sal* 7.20-13 20
20% off entire stock slippers and warmup boots. Reg. 5 50425. sole 4.40-520
20% off women's belts, leather, metal,
fabric. Reg $6 $25 sale 4*0420
25%-30% off women's woven mufflers.
Acrylic, wool. Reg $12-515 sale $9-$10
20% off woman's ear muffs. Macy colors.
One size fits all. Reg $7, sal* 5.60
25% off entire stock Clubhouse hosiery.
Reg. 1 25-55. sale 94'-3.75
25% off entire stock leotards. Danskin.
more Reg 11.50442 sale6.43-31.60
20% off Mocy's Clubhouse nylon tights.
Black, navy, win*, more. Reg. $5. sola $4
20% -30% off entire stock umbrellas.
Solids, prints. Reg. $8 $22 sal* 4.40-615

Women's World

with two or more Items
or any large Chicago Style

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZP.
4,00 PJTL
tX«KS 12-20-82

352-5166

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C.

COUPON —————eH
oooeoeooooooceoosco

25% off sleeks. French canvas, wool,
polyester blends. Reg. $18-548
sal* 13.50-534

20% off entire stock misses coats.
London Fog. Fits, more.
Rainwear, wools, more. Reg. $59 $220
sole 47.20-$!7*

26% off dressy blouses. Ms. Bond. Chaus,
Shopley solids, prints. Reg $28450
sal* $21-37.60

30% off entire stack misses,
dresses. Sweater knits, wool blends,
crop*d* chin*, more Reg. $34478
sale 23.50-54.40
Coats (0158/55/70/169) Dresses (0134/150/
135/57/134)

FREE
EXTRA CHEESE

Clubhouse

on any size pizza with on* or more
additional Items
BSK FOR IT WHEN ORDERING
Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZP
EXPIRES

12-20-82

COUPON

1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any small pizza
or large sub
RSK FOR IT WHEN ORDERING

0 05

pEztP " "

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZP.
EXPIRES 12-20-82

352-5166
aooooaooaoooo mi IPON so

20% off entire stock Pendleton sportswear.
100% wool solid flannels, tweeds, plaids,
herringbones. Jackets, skirts, more.
Reg. $14-$!40. sale 11.20-5112

25% -50% off fell coordinates. Devon, Fir*
Islander. Koret. more. Reg. $36 $63
sal* $18-64.40
Women's World (DI24/139/78)

25% off girls' outerweor. Choose from selected styles in girls' sizes. 4-14.

20% off all full fit solids, tone-on-tone dress
shirts. Reg. $16429, sal* 12.80-23.20
20% off entire stock men's gloves, leather,
knit, more. Reg. $13432. sale 10.40-25.40
20% off entire stock men's mufflers. Solids,
plaids, more. Reg. $12425. sal* 9.40420
20% off all man's moderate belts. Fabric,
leather. Reg. 12.50430 sale $10424
20% off man's and young men's Calvin
Klein leans. Cotton denim 28-40. Reg $39,
sal* 31.20
20% off man's wool, wool blond slocks.
Farah Haggar. Reg. 32.50445, sale $24434
20% off men's belted slacks. Farah.
Jon Marc. Reg. $28430. sal* 22.40424
20% off all m*n's polyester slacks.
Hoggor. levis. Reg. $20428.
sale $14-22.50

20% off entire stock men's outerweor.
London Fog. more. Reg. $404280
sal* $324224
20% off entire stock men's underwear.
Whit*, colors. Reg 4.50-513.
sal* 3.60-10.40

20% off girls' 7-14 sweaters. Solids.
patterns Reg. 51 2 521 sale ».40-14.80

20% off *ntir* stock m*n's robes. po|omas.
Reg. $18455. solo 14.40444

20% off selected girls' 7-14 denim leans.
Reg. $22525. sole$14-17.40

25% off all Young Men's ectlveweor.
Cotton, mora. Reg. $20426. sala $12-14.60

20% off selected girls' 4 *X denim leans.
Reg. $13 518. sale 10.40-14.40
20%-26% off ell girls' 7-14 coordinates.
Reg 515 530 sale 512524
26% off Infant, toddler sweaters. Acrylic.
Reg. $11-$18. sal* $7-$ 12
26% off toddler coordinates. Velour tops,
slacks, more. Reg. 58 518. sale 54-513

Ungerie

25% off Mocy's Men's Store dress shirts.
Full fit. fitted. Reg $20. sale $15

20% off oil man's polyester separates,
levis. Haggar. Reg $25-585, sole $2044*

25% off Blazers. Personal II. Options.
Wool, more Reg $39 $ 110.
sole 29.26-82.60

20%-40% off misses puff and down coats.
Polyester or down fill. Reg. $65-$220
47.20-151.20

25% off entire stock man's rugbies.
100% cotton. Reg $26435 sal* 19.60-24.25

20% off all Young Collector |*w*try.
Reg $5435. sale $4 $28

Accessories (049/112/98/629/9/630/17/6/621 /
54/665/40)

26% off skirts. Ecco Too. Sasson, Options,
more. Reg. $18 $52. sal* 13.50-53*

Men's, Young Men's

50% off 14K gold diamond |ewelry.
Earstuds, pendants. Reg. $75 $650
sal* 32.50 $325

Children's
Coats, Dresses

Children (DIB6/37/51 /43/61 /65/60/58/
677/74/72)

50% off 14K gold pierced earrings by
Jacmel. Reg. $22 $125 sala$11-62.50

20% off women's Isotoner gloves. Lined
or unlinod. Reg $21 $37 sale 14.60-29.40

20% off crewneck sweater, bonus
monogram. Acrylic. Black, navy. more.
Orig. $15, now$12

THURSDAY-BEAT THE
CLOCK N1TE

25% off boys' sweaters, velours. 4-20.
Reg. $13436. sol*9.75-627

25% oH Jr. la* jeans. 5-pocket style.
Denim. 5-13. Reg. $29, sale 21.75

25% off entire stack Jr. dresses. Wovens.
more. Reg. $18 $72 sola 13.50464

Children'

20% off entire stock better handbags,
leather. Reg $164110. sal* 12.80-$88

20% off entire stock smell leather goods.
Rolfs, more. Reg. 6 50 $62. sale 5.20-4*.40

25% off status denims. Calvin Klain.
Brittania, more. Reg. $22-540,
sala 1*.50-530

QppttyHlg,

25% off Personal Haberdashery
coordinates. Blazers, more. Reg. $30-$68,
sal* 22.50-551

Accessories

20% off cotton sweaters. Solids,
stripes. Reg. $25 $42 sale $20-33.40

30% off Jr. status denims. Jordoche, Calvin
Klein. Sasson. Reg $29 $39.
ial« 20.30-27.30

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

M 0 RlEISBC A B sM> i 0
,A i i v EBA R t TIUFOO
IS L E E TBR 0 I E|PO E T

Misses

25% off Infant acrylic bunting with hood.
Pastels. Reg. $12. set* $9
25%-50% off selected plush toys. Bears
dogs, more Reg. 55 $15 sale 3.76-11.25

30% off Young Men's bask fleece separates. Crewneck top. pants. Reg. $12,
sate 8.40
20%-30% off all Young Men's flannel
shirts. Reg. $13416, sala $9412
Entire stock Young Men's sportshirts.
Stripes, plaids, Reg. $18422.
sale 13.60-14.60
25%-30% off ell Young Men's bask
sweaters. Acrylic Rag. $18422.
sola 13.60-15.40
20% off Young Men's Lee jeans. Prawashec
denim. 100% cotton. Reg. $24. sala 19.20

20% off entire stock panties. Nylon,
cotton. Reg 2.50-7.50. sale $2-54

25% -30% off all boys' 6-20 outerwear. $ki
jackets, more. Reg. 635-555 sale 24.25-634

20% off all Olao camisoles, hall slips,
full slips. Reg. $11 $28. sole8.80-22.40

25% off all boys' 8-20 fashion denim
leans. Reg. $19524 sala 13.60418

26% off Young Men's levl's leans. Straight
leg, boot cut. Denim. Reg $20. sola $15

20% -25% off bras and body shoport.
Warner's, more. Reg. 3.50 $32.
sale 2.42-524

30% and more off boys' corduroy leans.
8 14 reg.. slim, 25-30 waist. Reg. $15 517
sal* $9-10.60

20% off all Young Men's outerweor. Progressions. Sasson. more. Reg. $40 585.
sale $32444

26% off sleepweer. Cotton flannel,
brushed nylon, more. Reg. $17 $39
sale 12.76-29.16

30% off boys' Farah related dress separates. Reg 17 50-544. sale 12.26-30.80

25%-80% off Blouses end tweeters.
Shetlonds, georgettes, crepe de chinas,
more from Lloyd Williams. La Chin*, J*an*
Pierre, others. Reg $244100,
tele l*.80-$75

20% off warm robes. Velour. fleece, pile,
more. Rag. $35 $85, sal. 528 544

Clubhouse (0176/646/676)

Lingerie (07/155/26/234/442/400/122/288/64)

Sorry, no mall or phone orders

25% off entire stock boys' actlvewear
4 20. Reg. $5-532. sole3.76424
26% off ell beys' Health- Tei separates
420. Reg. 8.50-21.50. sole 4.40-14.15

20% off ell Young Men's dress slocks. RPM.
E'Joven, more. Reg. $19428,
sol* 16.20-22.40
Man's (0107/39/27/4/31/69/267/195/232/
0/113/
613/102/IOS/tll)
Young Men's (0108/104/4*3/183/274)

macys
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HERTZ

GO HOME WITH

IF YOU ARE GOING HOME FOR THANKSGIVING HERTZ
CAN

REDUCE YOUR COSTS! RENT A COMPACT CAR FOR

FIVE DAYS AND PAY ONLY $99.00 PLUS GAS AND TAX.
ADDITIONAL DAYS ONLY $19.98. PICK UP ANYTIME AFTER
12:00 NOON ON NOV. 18 AND RETURN TO BOWLING GREEN
BEFORE 6:00 PM ON 11/29.
24 HOUR ADVANCE REGISTRATION REQUIRED.
LOCATED INSIDE
NAVARRE-OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC
1013 N. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN
352-4090

No groceries in store

Great Scot remains closed
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter
a

Even as students become increasingly inconvenienced by the lack of
grocery stores near the
University, plans for the
Stadium Plaza property
previously housing Great
Scot, closed since June 18
of this year, are still undefined.
"We haven't made any
decisions on it (the property)," C.W. Cheek, chairman of the board of Great
Scot, said.
Cheek, a former president of the Alumni Association at Bowling Green,
said he would like to reopen the store because he

understands the students'
need for it, but he added
that he is reluctant to do so
because of significant
store losses.
"We had some people
who were just plain stickyfingered/Cheek said. 'It
(stealing) was just so darn
hard to control."
Cheek said the store was
losing as much as four to
five thousand dollars per
week from shoplifting. He
also indicated that a significant portion of the losses
were incurred in the evenings through such things
as cosmetic, liquor and
wine theft.
CHEEK SAID other reasons for the shutdown in-

cluded bad checking
practices on the part of
consumers and increased
labor costs that made it
more difficult to keep
prices competitive.
According to Cheek,
Great Scot would take on a
different format if it were
to reopen.
"We thought about opening it up as more of a
general store," Cheek
said.
There are other options
for the Great Scot store.
The company has a considerable amount of time remaining on its lease and is
considering leasing the
_ erty to someone else,
tieek said.

Learn how to prevent it
RAPE PREVENTION WORKSHOP

Nov.22 FREE open to all 6:00 p.m.

Reagan flew to south
Florida to pay tribute to
the efforts 01 a special task
force credited with the seizure of more than $3 billion
in illegal drugs in the area
since last January.
"Without your efforts,
these drugs would have
been on the marketplace
providing profits for organized crime, fueling the
drug culture that has done

I

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP

. . . from Page S

I

"They come together
and work together because
we're all Americans," he
said.
one of the largest Pet Shops in Ohio
Some experts used to
think of the United States
10 GALLON TANKS only 4.99
as a melting pot, Perry
said. When people came to
10% off all Tropical Fish Purchases
the country, the experts,
25% off all fish bowls
said, they blended into the
"stew" and they "all came
10% off all Tank Accessories with purchase
out alike."
Many experts have
of 10 gallon tank
their opinions re352-8459
Return this coupon to receive discounts
1011 S. Main M changed
cently, Perry said. They
now think of the U.S. as "a
patchwork quilt, where all -

I

Gold Lounge in Founders
The effects and defense of Rape

It's worth your life to be there!

C\ocV W^

HOMESTEAD, Fla. (AP) In an airport hangar heavy
with the smell of marijuana, President Ronald
Reagan inspected seized
caches of drugs, guns and
cash Wednesday and pronounced them proof that
his administration will
"break the power of the
Mob in America."

so much damage to so
many lives in our society,"
Reagan said.
Reagan's first stop was
at the 110-foot-long Coast
Guard cutter Dauntless,
whose personnel have confiscated more than 371,000
pounds of marijuana,
seized 20 vessels and arrested 114 persons over a
two-year period.
As the ship's crew lined
the sun-filled deck, standing at attention in dress
uniform, the president presented the ship's company
with a unit citation for
their anti-drug work.
THEN REAGAN flew
from Miami to Homestead
Air Force Base to inspect
the seized drugs before returning to Washington.

t Ethnic

Don't Scream

fff

Reagaq Inspects seized
illegal mugs in south

the colors and shapes fit
together.
"THE MELTING pot
was never really a reality," Perry said. "It was a
figment of somebody's
imagination."
The ethnic studies program is not only for minorities, Andrade said.
"It is not a minority program - it is a University
program," he said. "That
means it is available to all
students of the University."

"Pilot pens!
Ybuhoveto
hold onto
Idem with
two hands.,

mi Pancak

e Ho;

-Rodney Dangemeld

"Get your claws off
my Pilot pen. I don't get
no respect!"

412 East Wooster
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

■

!y

Tuesday thru

Fridoy

Lf

'AM II AM

Bowling Green, Ohio

[

|^|

C m o e\

.!■■•■••
"People have
a hunger lor
my Pilot Flnelinet because they're olwoys
■sMng lot ortne point pan
mot writes through carbons And
Pilot charges only 79« lot
People get their hands on It ond
out any Dettei
forget irs my pen So I don't get no nespecf
with my Pilot Razor Point It writes whip-cream smooth
wrth an extra tine line, its metal collar helps keep
the point from going squish so people
love it for only 89< they
should buy melt own penand show some lisped tot my
property"

Hours:
Tuesday thru
Soturddy

7

am 8 pm

Sunday 8 om-3prr
■

Closed Monday

coi

MODEL OPFN. .

If you spend
more than

$

88 $

29

<&*

"&

fine point marker pens
"V

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

88

49

it AN D AID CLEAR GLASS
S1NGLI VISION LIN8 ■>
• -400 TO -100 CYL.

NOON TIL 4 00 P M WEEKENDS
11AM TIL NOON SATURDAY

The
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

BEHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK A DORSE Y DRUG

STANDARD GLA88
BIFOCALS
« -400 TO -100 CYL.

AND CLOSE TO TACO BELL

InckKftng you> choc* ol over 1000 currant frame teenier* Tmled ptistic
overatfe. out of Modi Ian—l, Dread rnotior.

NOW RENTING FOR SUMME H A FALL SCHOOL OF 1982

for quality
eyeglasses
you may need
more than your
eyes examined.

OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS.(SUMMER 4 FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1 4} STUDENTS SUMMER QUARTER

THE PMCEt WE ADVERTISE

ARC THE PRICES YOU PAY
NMurtf>. rou don'l Ouy eyea* l every week, out aftae you can save
$30 $40 or 150 on a engM parr ol afanai. mat's a saving, worth a trip to

SUBIINOTOW orncAL.

Our tanaaa and framaa coma from tha aama taputabta menufactuf art at
ttwee at the most eapeneae optoana No matter how much you spend
you can't BUY banat or men ptoiiiionai Ming and aarvtca than om
EYES EXAMIMED BY DP KENHETH G BAKER. O 0
"OH

tun.ira.tiHinmo

«JM IAI

ua-i joaonowao itux

ALL MAJOR CBCUT CARDS WELCOME

People take to o Pilot like its their own

10 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modern Furnished-Cable T V
2 mln. Walk to Campus
5 mm Walk to Downtown
*
25 business establishments it your Iront door
Large freezer tor additional lood savings
c
ree parking a! your Iront dooi
Gas barbeque grill tor the gourmet cook
• No ear raqulrad, sava on gas, parking l operating costs
• No long walks on those zero-winter days or in the mud A slush
• Well lighted streets between apts campus and shopping areas

will be closed

November 22
through
November 28
For our annual
Physical Inventory

• Friendly. Helpful Landlords

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR

FROM $615.00 Per Person per Semester
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC
(hoot A A.C. by Go.) -Coble T.V.
Model of> n ni»o'i MJ OCi p m Weekdrfvs
Satu'J.-, Mam *Vx>n

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
352-736«>

fe

F

HAPPY
THANKSGIVING
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Bengals' Gregg happy it's over;
says players will have emotion
CINCINNATI (AP) - Those who expect unemotional performances in
this week's resumption of National
Football League games might be surprised, Cincinnati Bengals Coach Forrest Gregg said yesterday.
After meeting with his players in
the morning before starting preparation for the Philadelphia Eagles,
Gregg told reporters that he looks for
players to bust loose after 57 days of
strike-related frustration.
"That should have something to do
with the attitudes of the players in the
football games," Gregg said. "I think
the games this week for the most part
will be fairly intense, much better
games than you would imagine."
All but four of the Bengals reported
to Spinney Field yesterday morning,
surprising Gregg by the strength of
the turnout. Only players with injuries were required to take physicals.
Gregg sail he'd keep to the normal
schedule as much as possible as the
team prepares to play the Eagles in
Philadelphia. That means no extra

Congratulations
Becky Bracht
for being selected as the
next Editor of
The BG News

"... I don't know. It's hard to say.
There are no experts in this right now.
None of us has ever experienced this
before. After this, well all be experts."
Veteran players should be able to
THE MISSING players were second-string quarterback Jack Thomp- overcome the long layoff, Gregg said.
son, rookie nose tackle Emanuel The former Green Bay offensive lineWeaver, cornerback John Simmons man remembered his 1970 season,
and player representative Mike Ful- when he started as a coach with the
ler, who hadn t returned from nego- Packers and wound up playing betiations in New York.
cause of injuries.
"I ended up starting after I had
Gregg said he thought his veterans
would be in good enough shape to olav been working out one week," Gregg
said. " ... I know it can be done."
football this week.
Although be was glad to be coaching
"They havent been just sitting
around," Gregg said. "They've been again, Gregg said there was lingering
working ... I would assume they're sadness over the strike.
going to be in fairly good condition."
B5 there's no way of telling how
"I don't think there's winners or
effective the offensive and defensive losers in this situation," he said. "I
units will be after a long layoff, he really don't think there are any winners - not management, the players,
said.
"Usually when you start a season, or the fans ...
the defense is ahead (of the offense) "I think it deprived all of us of
they rely a little more on just plain something. I'm very, very happy it's
reaction and reflexes," Gregg said. over. I'm relieved it's over."
workouts to gK back into shape.
"Well have more meeting time
than we usually do, but that's as far as
it goes," Gregg said.

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

we're looking forward to working with you.
The Production staff

ATA

The Brothers of Delta Tau Delta
AreEmbarassed To Present Their
New Neophites (A New Group of Misfits)
Dan Grabeman
Don Downing
Hans Hansen
John Bishop
Jeff Insell

John Watson
Rod Kisor
Mike Hughes
Dave File
Tim Kime

Tony "Swirly Yourelf" Dillon
Bob "Purple Haze" Masterson
Bob "Evil Knevll" Watt

LITTLE CEASAR EA TS QUICHE
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA .ATA" ATA ATA
We're looking
for mlnicourse
Instructors

ftMtMMMMM*IMttt«eiMM««ltNI^^

THE

Anyone
interested

Great UN-cola

- Away

in sharing
•7:

your talenfsS skills.
for fun and profit call UAO 2-2343

LADIES

Open For Lunch
Monday-Saturday

WANTED!

11:00a.m.

BOOT SALE

10% to 50%
OFF
ftr. m

Thursday Only 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
354-1404
WESTERN STORE Corner of Clough E Main
SSSSSSSSS!

At Command Performance!

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
(Special Fall '82
Reduced Prices!)

'

9 inch Pizza

i

"'"

/

I Coupon Good For I ^
2 Free 7-ups
12 oz. Cans

Expires
Nov.30,1982

I Cheete
Free

On Delivery
I E«ih Horn
1—-—— —---| added
12 inch Pizza
|..
„
M Coupon Good For

55

Qtmmdtml
ftwABaaltM
api&Ma.

4 Free 7-ups

.80

.90

1.15

(Reg. $14)
Shampoo & styling
(Reg. $8)
Fi* permanent •
(Reg. $35)

SAVE $31 Now only 961
(Hot Voters or wet MIS: $2 extra)
SAVE $101 Mow only $261

p

SAVE$7! Mow

°",y*m

SAVE $101Nowonly $261
SAVE $51 Now only $K-$21t
SAVE $41 Now only tc-tiai
(Slight additional charge for
befow-shwideHengwi heir)

Command
Performance
The Hairstyling Place
Seton hours: »-• it-F. »-* Sat. tt-5 Sun Tel 352-6518
1072 N. Main Street
Bowing Qreen. Ohio
AopoMments aveartie for perms & coloring
HUnnvi Sim Is for LIMITED TIME ONLY!

ThkkOmtfh

12 oz. Cans

| Q

JTCTP.

ii

—--—I m Myles Pizza Pub
Coupon Good For

12 oz Cans

3521504

-.

COUPON GOOD
FOR
2 Free 7-ups
12 oz. Cans

5 Free 7-ups

10 Free cans of 7-up with any
16" (3 item) or more pizza

12 oz. Cans

Expires
Nov.30,1982

(1) On* Coupon Par Order

On Delivery

....-,

of |

11) Om Coupon Pm Ordmr

Nov.30,1982
On Delivery

HOURS

6-pack
7-up

with any
16" (1 item) or
more pizza
EXPIRES
Nov. 30, 1982

MadtOKvw

Kttft&r •*■•* Mow om, $101

Frosting •
(Reg. $35)
Color highlight •
(Reg. $20-$26)
Tinting •
(Reg. $«-$22)
• Haircut extra

■'

Bowling Green

Expires

FKEE styflnq consultations for men S women.
Corns, team how wo can AM** you look bottorf

8EftfirM *

51e E. Wooater

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER $3.00 IN B.O. ONLY

rou

MON-WED
THUR — SAT
SUNDAY

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. - 3"00 a.m.
3:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

EXPIRES
Nov.30,1982

8
EXPIRES
::■:■

Nov. 30, 1982
with any lairaja sub
DCLIVERY ONLY

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER S3.00 IN B.C. ONLY

■<:■:
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SPORTS
Braves' Dale Murphy receives senior circuit MVP
ATLANTA (AP) - Outfielder Dale
Murphy, named yesterday as the National League's Most Valuable Player
for 1982, attributes the honor to the
performance of the West Divisionwinning Atlanta Braves.
"I didn't do that much in September, and I didn't feel like an MVP,"
the 26-year-old said. "I think it was
more a tribute to how our team did our team doing that well is really the
reason I was being considered."

Murphy is the first Braves' player
to be named MVP since Hank Aaron,
then of the Milwaukee Braves, in 1957.
The only other Braves' player to win
in the 51-year history of the the award
was Bob Elliott in 1947.
Murphy was one of two players
named on all 24 ballots and easily
outdistanced St. Louis Cardinals outfielder Lonnie Smith for the annual
award given by the Baseball Writers
Association of America.

He drew 14 first-place votes from home runs.
the panel made up of two writers from
The 6-foot-5 Murphy also showed a
each league city, eight seconds and marked improvement as a center
one each for third and fourth for a fielder in his fifth major league seatotal of 283 points in the balloting. son. But it was the team's overall play
Smith received eight first-place votes that sparked his own excellent perforand was a distant second with 218 mance, Murphy insisted.
points.
"The main thing that helps is when
AFTER HITTING .247 in 1981, Murphy raised his average 34 points to a the team is doing well - we were in the
solid .281. He tied for the league lead thick of things all year, and that was
in runs batted in at 109 and knocked 36 very helpful. You can't drive in runs

without people on, and I got a lot of
help from a lot of people," he said in a
telephone interview from his Atlanta
home.

nals receiving votes were Bruce Sutter, Ozzie Smith, George Hendrick,
Keith Hernandez and Joaquin AnduJar.

"I share it with my teammates and
coaches and (manager) Joe Torre,
and my wife. A wife and family are
very important to a ball player's
career," ne said. "I got a lot of help
both off and on the field."
In addition to Smith, other Cardi-

Los Angeles' Dodgers outfielder
Pedro Guerrero, with 175 points, and
Montreal Expos first baseman Al
Oliver, with 174, finished third and
fourth, respectively. Sutter, who was
fifth with 134, received the other two
first-place votes.

Brian Sipe is back, feels like he never left camp
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - If you timed
him in the mile run right now, Cleveland Browns quarterback Brian Sipe
says he'd be faster than he was at the
same time last year.
'What that has to do with how I'll
perform on Sunday, I don't know,"
Sipe said Wednesday after Browns
players completed their first workout
following the 57-day National Football
League strike.
"I feel like I never left," said Sipe,
the NFL's most valuable player in

1980. "I've come back to this locker
room under a lot of different circumstances, and I've been through a
strike before (in 1974)."
All but three Cleveland players
attended Wednesday's practice session at Baldwin-Wallace College, and
those three - Ron Bolton, Larry Braziel and David Green - were on their
way back to Cleveland.
Sipe said the layoff permitted players lo get into better physical shape
than they would normally attain at

this point in the season, because they
have not had to contend with the usual
weekly bruises.
"During the year, a lot of us don't
have a lot of tune to work on conditioning," Sipe said. "On Monday,
you've got aches and pains, and later
in the week you're preparing for the
next game."
Coach Sam Rutigliano said the
team practiced more than a half-hour
longer than it normally would, but he
said he would be careful not to over-

work his players.
"You have to be careful in your
enthusiasm," Rutigliano said. "We
just don't want to leave it here on the
field.
"They've done a good job staying in
shape. I don't think, other than an
accident, that you'll see any more
injuries (than on a typical NFL weekend). The key is, don't go to two-a-day
practices and get them sore," he said.
The Browns reopen their season
Sunday at home against the New

England Patriots. Rutigliano said he
gave his players a game plan Wednesday, and he was confident they would
digest it quickly.
"We've been together for a long
period of time - through training
camp, the preseason and the regular
season," the coach said. "It (the
game plan) was not sheared down
much at all."

to influence the players' vote on the
proposed contract with NFL owners
in any way. The vote is set for Tuesday.
"If they decide not to accept it, I
don't know where we'll go from
there," Dieken said.
Sipe said he had not seen details of
the agreement.

"I can't predict what's going to
Doug Dieken, the team's player happen," he said. "I know there's a
representative, said he would not try lot of guys anxious to play football.

Stolz: the wait
. . . from Page 9

sically in charge of the BG offense, track. After going 0-4-1 in their first
while Heacock Is left to take care of five games last year, the Falcons won
five of their last six. BG is 7-2 this
"They had hired a Big Ten coach the defense.
"I think it's unique to have the free season.
and they thought 'he won in the Big
Ten; surely he'll win in this confer- reign I have," Heacock says. "But if
"Usually, a coach's first staff is not
ence,' I think people really felt that there's ever anything we're doing that
way. When it didn't happen right he doesn't think is sound, he won't his best one," Lessig says. "I felt in
the last two years that Denny had as.
away, sone people started trying to hesitate to speak out.
fine a group of coaches to work with
find fault with our program."
"THAT'S HAPPENED once - three as I've ever seen.
I.ESSIG STOOD by Stolz through years ago at Western Michigan and he
some very hard times. Even when it was absolutely right. He watches over
"I ALWAYS behoved one of the key
seemed the Falcons' program was us at all times, but we're pretty much words in athletics is patience. When
about to turn the corner, something on the same page, philosophy-wise. If you get impatient, you make changes
we weren't. I wouldn't be nere."
would happen to set it back again.
and you never develop continuity.
Throughout it all, BG assistant head
Eventually, Stolz and Heacock Continuity is the key to success in a
coach Jim Heacock also stood by Stolz formed the nucleus of what is BG's football program.
present coaching staff of Kit Cartw-usually on the sideline.
"In my relations with Denny, I
"If you could describe him in one right (defensive backs), Steve Devine
word, it would be 'organization,' " (guards and centers), Tim McConnell grew to have a lot of respect for the
says Heacock, who has now been with (receivers), Wayne Moses (offensive man. Even when he suffered some of
the BG staff for five years - longer backs), Scott Seeliger (tackles and those unbelievably difficult defeats, I
than anyone else. "Everybody has a tight ends), Gerry Solomon (lineback- never saw him get emotionally upset ob to do and you have to get it done. ers), Pete Riesen (defensive line) and he had complete confidence in himself
and complete composure at all times.
e oversees it all. He doesn't tell you Greg Polnasek (staff assistant).
It is a talented staff that works well Eventually, that kind of confidence
how to get it done; you just get it
together, and they have worked long and composure filters down through
done."
Stolz and Heacock have a unique and hard to get the Falcons to where the ranks to the coaches and the
coaching arrangement. Stolz is ba- they are today - back on the winning players.

B

BG News photo/Patrick Sandor
Head coach Denny stolz talks with quaterback Dayne Palsgrove

—

Prerequisite for
Canadian Majors.

"And even when he was losing, it
was very evident that the players
really respected the staff. That is
really important because even some
winning programs don't even have
that.
"I said to myself, 'give this man
time and this guy has §ot to win.' "
And now, the long wait is over. Stolz
is winning here like he has everywhere else he has coached.

Nov. IS, 1982. Doyt Perry Field With three minutes to go in Bowling Green's title-clinching win over
Eastern Michigan, Denny Stolz
turned around on the sideline to
thai — much to his joyous
amazement — that University
President Dr. Paul Olscamp was at
his side to offer premature congratulations. "That was one of the
warmest moments In my life," be
would later say, apparently unaware that It could be much
warmer In California on Dec. IS.

this-that-and the other thing"

THURSDAYS
at
Pagliai's
440 E. Court

EAST

352-1596

Sampler Special

only $4.25

re

9-

5pm-9pm
$6.00
ImeatshelMcheese shell*
wedge lasagna covered with
spaghetti sauce*5 pieces of garlic bread
(NO DELIVERY)

(<<£(&

(«£fi&

EVERY THURSDAY IS

College I.D. Night
Bring your I.D.,
Get in Free
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A Profile of Denny Stolz

he Wait
Over

"They had hired a Big Ten coach and they thought
surely he'll win in this conference."

(top)Bowling Green coach Denny Stolz heads into the
locker room to celebrate the Falcons' recent win over
Eastern Michigan that clinched the Mid-American
Conference championship for BG.(middlejStolz surveys the field while planning his next move.(bottom/Ii
hasn 'l always been enjoyable for Stolz, who has had
to endure five losing seasons and the wrath of some
BG fans in his seven years here.

Photos by Patrick Sandor
Story by Joe Menzer

Sept. 29, 1981. Athens, Ohio —
Denny Stolz stood stunned, his
head down, In a deathly quiet Bowling Green lockerroom after his
football team had lost, 23-21, in the
final seconds to Ohio University.
Even though the Falcons bad battled back to take a 21-20 lead with
just 42 seconds remaining, they
had failed to win. The devastating
defeat was typical of Stolz's reign
as BG's bead coach up to that
point
Two more BG losses and a disappointing
tie followed that tragic day in Athens;
and then Stolz startedwinning. He hasn't
stopped yet.
Last Saturday, with Stolz at the helm,
Bowling Green won its first Mid-American Conference football title in 17 years.
The Falcons are headed for their first
Cost-season bowl game since 1961, when
ley appeared in the first-ever (and
apparently the only-ever) Mercy Bowl.
Ironically, BG will face Fresno State the same team it lost to, 36-6, in the
Mercy Bowl - when the Falcons fly to
Fresno, Calif., to play in the 1962 California Bowl on Dec. 18.
For Stolz, winning this vear's MAC
championship was especially sweet.
"Winning this championship meant a
great deal to me, but this is the kind of
thing you have to share with the community and the students. You don't win a
championship and then keep it to yourself - you share it with everyone who has
been a part of it," Stolz says. "These are
good people in Bowling Green; good,
solid American people.
UNFORTUNATELY, some of those
good, solid people have often made life in
this town rough for Stolz.
"I think any football coach realizes
that he lives In a fish bowl and that
people have the right to criticize," Stolz
says. "I don't know if I've been misunderstood here or not."

Stolz, a veteran high school and collegiate head coach of 23 years, has been a
winner all of his life. On the football
field, he has been a winner more often
than not - but for four long years and
part of a fifth at the University, he was
thrust into the uncomfortable role of a
loser.
For three years, the rumors flew.
Each year, when it came time for contract renewal, the phone in former BG
athletic director Jim Lessig's office
would ring off the hook.
"I ALWAYS had good relations with
the press and I know they have a job to
do, but it did bother me a little that (the
media) would call every year and ask if
Denny would be back." says Lessig, who
recently was named commissioner of
the MAC. "I would say, 'Yes, he's our
football coach.' and the next day there
would be a big headline in the newspaper
saying 'Stolz back for another year. It
made it look like I had made a big
decision when, in reality, there was
never any question in my mind that he
would be back.
"I felt like asking them. 'Do you call
up every athletic director in the country
each year and ask them if they're having
their coach back?' It also made it look
like he only had one more year here.
That had to hurt recruiting a little, but
despite that, Denny and his staff did a
great job of recruiting."
Stolz is a battler; a survivor. Not only
has he survived the bombardment of
criticism from a portion of Bowling
Green's community, but - as the former
head coach at Michigan State in the Big
Ten - he has endured an extensive National Collegiate Athletic Association
investigation.
LESSER MEN might have crumbled
under the burden of such an investigation, which has been so misconstrued hy

so many that it still haunts Stolz today.
But the 1955 graduate from tiny Alma
(Mich.) College refused to let his coaching career get swallowed up in the wake
of the investigation.
The NCAA never named Stolz as one of
the supposed guilty parties in recruiting
violations enacted while he was head
coach in East Lansing in 1973-75. Nor
was it the NCAA who forced his resignation as MSU's head coach.
"Nobody in East Lansing really knows
what happened; I don't think the NCAA
even knows, so everybody's in the same
boat," says Fred Stabley, who covered
the Spartans for the Lansing State Journal while Stolz was head coach. "Denny
was put in a very unusual position because the University chose to fight it; if
they had just sat back and accepted it,
they would have gotten maybe one-year
probation and Denny might still be
coaching there.
"I THINK he's a great coach. I'm a
Michigan State alumni and I wish he was
still there. If he was, it would be Michigan, Michigan State and Ohio State
battling for the Big Ten title every year not just Michigan and Ohio State. I
really believe that.
"He scared the daylights out of the Big
Ten in a short time. Hell, Darryl Rodgers (now head coach at Arizona State)
won at Michigan State with Denny's
kids."
Apparently, Stolz's downfall at Michigan State was set in motion by an overzealous assistant coach, who acted
without Stolz's knowledge in committing
several recruiting violations.
But, as Stabley says, "he was captain
of the ship, and the ship went down."
The Spartan football program received a stiff slap in the face from the
NCAA in the form of a three-year probation. Stolz's teams, which had gone 7-4 in

the two years prior to the penalty and
come so close io cracking the Big Two
barrier to the Rose Bowl, were exempt
from any bowl consideration.
"IT WAS the stiffest penalty in NCAA
history at the time," Stabley said. "You
could murder somebody and not get
three years."
Three months after the penalty was
handed down, there was an athletic
house-cleaning at MSU. Stolz, and virtually all of his staff, were asked to hand
in their resignations.
"What happened there happened; I
did everything in my power to slop it. We
got in trouble with an assistant football
coach," Stolz says now. "The truth is
that my resignation had absolutely nothing to do with the NCAA thing. It happened only because we were vulnerable.
"Hell, they replaced the athletic director, the basketball coach ... they got rid
of just about everybody. I don't necessarily mind talking about the Michigan State thing, but I detest how
inaccurately it has been reported in local
newspapers."
AFTER BEING out of football for just
one fall, Stolz landed the job at Bowling
Green. It took just two losing seasons for
Stolz to start wondering if he had jumped
from the frying pan into the fire. Still, it
rarely seemed to bother him.
Stolz says he is a very patient man,
and it certainly took much patience
when he first took over the Falcons, as
he saw his usually young teams struggle
through a 5-7 campaign and then four
straight 4-7 seasons.
"The first impression that I got when I
got here was that - just because I had
coached in the Big Ten -everybody
thought I was going to walk in here, snap
my fingers, and win football games,
Stolz said. "It just doesn't work that way
- it takes time in a program to develop a
winner.
■M s| (»./.: THE WAIT page 8
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Nov ie laaa
WTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AS
SOCIAT10N MEETING 4 30 THUBSDAV IN 310UMV HALL
Partial achaaulea are beano, out*,
med Nov 22 « students are reminded to check the* dorm or
0CM6
Thoae receiving partkeas
should coma to tha Union according
lo ma» app't emee during Via week
01 Nov 29 Open registration Degina
Nov »nw Grind Bafcoom
Support Your Marching landl
Ordara tor ttva Falcon Marching Band
■turn and caaaatta wet ba taken at
University Ha*. Wad and Fri 10 302 30 Coat ot each atsum or caaaette
« $6 00. which may ba charged to
your Bursars account or payed by
check or cash
___^
To all EducaUen Major. 1 Minor.
SNEA Meeting Mon Nov 22 101
BAMBOO pm

LOST AND FOUND
LOST
LADIES SILVER SEIKO
WATCH-HOLDS GREAT SEND
MENTAL VALUE
REWARD—
PLEASE PHONE 372-842B
LOST ORANGE DOWN VEST WITH
TAN 4 BROWN STRIPES LOST ON
THURS NOV 11 AFTER 8PM AT
SAM B'S NO QUESTIONS ASKED.
REWARD GIVEN" CALL 352-2850
Found 1878 F silver daas rmg at
Wooater Wine PKg lot Can 3724788

RIDES

PHEONANT AND WOMKO?
Free teat and hat>
Al Cormdenhal
(«19) 241-8131

CABOLYN BBINKMAN I DEBBIE
BURKE KEEP YOUR CHIN UPl YOU
GUYS ARE GREAT 1 YOUR ALPHA
PHI PLEDGES LOVE YOUi

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Daseefletone. Thaaia ate
352-0836

Clean your lavortte point brueh laet
and eaey without losing ahape ol
bruah brlattaa. Detail. $2 00. Aatroa
Utt Parryeburg. Ohio 41651.

UNEMPLOYMENT
NO MOPE FOP. A JOe
FLORIDA JO* OPPORTUNITIES
For Mo. sand SASE 10 SunBeB
Employ Raaaarcn and Aaaoc 1B81
N.E 26th St Sort. 204. Weton
Manors. Fla
33305 or call
(305)752-2516 -1305)752-4211
TUCKER TYPING
CoaaglMa. buaaiaaa. personal
Nancy 3520808
5th Year - Ful time service

Clean Your Gold And Sliver Jewelry
Like The Jewelers Oo For Just
Pennies Detail!. $ 1.00. Aatroa Ltd.
7447 LumU. Lane. Perry.burg.
OWoaSaat.
Congratulations to the PM Ton
hockey team for winning their division. Let's keep that winning tradtMonaMva.

Conoratuaaoone to the two Little Teu
lootbal teams on their succeaatuJ
seasons Arao thanka to the coaches
i lor their enaghtenmenl on the beerca
olfootbal
PERSONAL
Convert Your Automobile Power
Supply For In Home CB Radio Uae.
Resident Student Association
Details $5.00. Aatroa Ltd. 7447Lunlwould ill. to thank alt who contribttfra tone. Pwryebunj. Ohio 41li1
uted to the Blood Drive a congratulate the Delta Upellon Fraternity 1 Convert Your Automobile Battery
Prout Residence Hall tor being tha Power To Energy For Smell Appliances Detail. $5 oo Aatroa Ltd.
top dotior.ll
7447 Lunrlae Lara. Parrysburg,
Aaa-mmm-yyy.
Ohto4H»1.
H.ppyBlg21!
Shall wa call tha Garbage Truck.? Cook Oreek Spring Lamb Greek
Style
Detalla 11.00
(Doris MO?) Your Drlnglng Buddie!
Aatroa Ltd.
a Punk.
7447 Lunltaa Lane
ALPHA PHI PLEDGES
Parryaburg, Ohio 43S51
DO YOUR HOMEWORKi
Cuslomlied T-ShlrtS 1 Jerseys lor
KEEP HUGGING i SMILING'
your group or organization
Alpha XI Oalta Blg-l ittle Hum■
Lowest Prlcee-Faet Delivery.
Alpha XI Delta Blg-Lrttle Muni1
Call Jim 351-7011
Alpha XI Peru Blg-LHtle Muni I
Make Your Own Oreek Style Pita
Are you eeerchlng for a legal way lo
Bread Sandwich. Detalla (1.00.
reduce your total monthly electric
Aatroa ltd. 7447 Lunilas Lena. Permm Nearly patented device will
rysburg. Ohio 43551.
reduce your electric bin by at least
Si5.00 per month. In moat caae. Delta Zeta'a look m your mailboxes at
monthly eavinge will amount to the house today There's aomethng
1
40% to SOX ol prevloue monthly epocsil for you there

DESPERATELY WANT TO CARPOOL FROM FINDLAY TO BG a
BACK DAILY
TIMES FLEXIBLE.
electric bills- This we guarantee.
422-3719
Detail. $2.00. A.tro. Ltd. 7447 Luntlas Lane. Perry sburg. Ohio 43651.
Go Greyhound to
Are you tired ol the high coot ol
CLEVELANO
home burglar protection. New deon Fridays and
vice will end the high cost snd give
return on Sunday
you peace ol mind- Detail. $5.00.
Can 353-6882 lor
Astro. Ltd. 7447 Lunltaa Lane Par-,i hsVJusM * nlcnjtion
ryaburg, Ohio 4)581.

Eliminate Engine Pleton Ring Raplacemanla Forever. Detail. $2.00.
Aatroa Ltd. 7447 Lunit.s Lane. Perryaburg, Ohio 43551.
#

Make your own diode controlled
auxiliary battery lor your car, boat,
van. Dfvice la alao uaetul to campers and outdoor»man. Detalla $5.00
Aatro Lid. 7447 Lunltaa Lena. Parryaburg. Ohio. aSSSt

Free Letterheed. Samples
Alt For Tha Asking
Del.IIs St.00
Aetna Lid.
7447 Lunlt.. Lane
Parryeburg. Ohio asesl

■■■MANAGEMENT CLUB'"
VOLLEYBALL GAME
MQMT. CLUB VS. FACULTY
REC CENTER. NOV. IS. 4-10 P.M.

Free Sllvet Poll ah. All lor the
Asking, Details $2.00 Aatroa Ltd.
7447 Lunrtai Lane. Parryaburg,
0aso4a«41.

Ohio ami.

MCAT. GMAT. LSAT. ORE classes
GAIN INSIGHT INTO YOUR FUTURE now accepting enrolments In Toledo
APPLY FOR: EXTERN EXPERKNCE Alao apeciel holiday compact
WORK WITH ALUMNI IN YOUR CA- daaaee Stanley H Kaplan EducatroREER AREA. SPRING BREAK 'S3. nel Center |4I9| 536-3701
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT MELISSA SLANINA GET PSYCHED
MH.ETI ALUMNI CENTER.
FOR THE BIG HUNT YOUR BIG IS
Generate a Head of protection EXCITED 4 WAfTINOI
around your windows and doors. Mike 4 Brian. We're reaay exerted to
Detalla $3.00. Aatroa Rd. 7447 Luni- have you for our Big Brothera. Your
tea Lane Parrysburg, Ohio 43M1.
friendships mean slot to us
Getting Married' We sal or rent bridal We're ready for a super year Love
4 Bridesmaids gowns-A Wedrjng always. Dasne 4 Anna.
Creation, 38 Hehvyck Dr.. Toledo. Make Your Own Oreek Style Stuff
Ohio 1 531-3467-1 bh waat ol Green Peppers. Detalla St.00.
Boynelfle off HP Ave
Aatroa Ltd.
7447 Lunllaa Lane
GREGG MUMPER.
Parryaburg, Ohio 41551
I AM SO HAPPY TO HAVE YOU AS
MY BIG I WILL NEVER. EVER LET My Dear..! Rob: Happy 21at BirthYOU DOWN I AM LOOKING FOR- day My Love! May H be the beat
WARD TO THE GREAT TIMES aver! All my tots, Jaa.
AHEAD OF US YOU ARE THE
Make Your Own Greek Style Stuff
BESTtl
Baby Eggplant. Dal.ilt $1.00.
LOVE 4-EVER.
Aatroa Lid.
POOH-SEAR
7447 Lunltaa Lane.
HEY KAPPA DELTA'S 4 FIJI'S, THE Perryaburg, Ohio 41551
BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON
Order your 1082 Falcon Marching
SAY; WAX YOUR SURFBOARDS 4 Band Album or Caaaette NOW'!!
KICK UP SOME SAND AT THE 1ST
Call 1724920 etter 7:00 pm 4
ANNUAL "CALIFORNIA HERE WE
charge H to your Bursar account
COME" BASH. FRIDAY AT 8:30.

ll

HEY YOU OU'S. KO'S, « FIJI'S. GET
PSYCHED FOR A SURFIN' 4 SIPPIN'
GOOD TIME AT OUR CALIFORNIA
HERE WE COME' PARTY THE
Make Your Own Greek Stria Sal.d
Dressing
Details $1.00
Aatroa Ltd.
7447 Lunltaa Lane
Perryaburg, Ohio 43551

Paraonakzed Musical Meisaaai
by SINGING GREETINGS
You give us the tacts we write
and sing the song
352-5441

Prevent Sweet And Frosl From Inside Of Wlndowa Of Automobiles.
Trucks. Vana. Homes, And Garagae. Detalla $1.00. Astroa Ltd.
7447 Lunltaa Lane. Parrysburg.
Ohio 43551.

Save Money On Your Next Windshield Cleaner Solution. Detalla
St.00. Aatroa Lid. 7447 Lunltaa
tana. Perry.burg, Ohio 41551.

Make Your Own Greek Style Bakleva. Detail. $1.00.
Astroa Ltd.
7447 Lunit.s Lena
Parryaburg. Ohio 43451
WFAL ANNOUNCES IT'S PLAYER
OF THE WEEK MONDAYS 7:004:00
ON THE WFAL SPORT* TALK
SHOW $40 AM

SCOTT.
I'M SO GLAD YOU'RE MY BK3' WANTED
YOU'RE THE GREATEST BROTHER
IN THE HOSE WE'VE GOT SOME M Rmmte for Spr Sam University
GREAT TIMES AHEAD OF US. SIG Vaavge 362 4746
EP LOVE 4 MINE ALWAYS. LITTLE M. rmte. for Spr. Sam. Greet locaSUE
tion. Haven House. Free gssl
Shern. Keefy 4 Beth. Good Luck' You Fleets cell 142-1955.
have 100% ot my support 4 love. NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE WINGotta krv thoae Phi Mu'a'
TER SEMESTER. FURNISHED APT.,
Thf odd roomie'
WILL HAVE OWN ROOM. CALL 353-

STORE YOUR BIKE
$15.00 tor entire winter
Includes spring lune-up
PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP
Sweets. Just when things were
looking bright lor me someone helps
me screw things up You can put the
whole baame on me but remember. I
LOVE YOU 4 I can't leave corelationship on a sour note Please
lorgrve me tor Saturday

SEM PRIVATE BEDRM. ISO/mo
INCLUDES UTIL CLOSE TO CAMPUS
GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD
315 E MERRY CALL SUZAN.
BECCA 354-1623
1-2 male rmte needed for 3 bdmt.
rum house on 7th St. Own bdrm
$125 4 ut» Cal days. 353-5751
and ask lor Gary or evening, 6682488
Baseball Cards, paying caah for
ca»re»tt»M.« years. Ca« 172-4460.
2 F imtea needed for Spr Sam E
Marry St. across from Ottenheuer
Big apt, 2 bathe, race rmtea Cal Kim
ot Deb 354-2114.

2 OR 1 RMTE (S) NEEDED FOR
SPR SEM 1 MIN WALK TO CAMPUS. DISHWASHER t 2 FULL
BATHS. COMPLETE
FURN
S125/MO CALL USA OR CINDt
354 1998

Spring aemeatar rents*, now avaaaCaa One and two bedroom apartment.
Convenient, spacious
Maadowvtew Courts 362 1195
Towne House Apia 1005 N Grove
St. Semester $226/mo pkat gas I
afcac. Newly panted 4 cleaned Good
parking 363-5891

You owe II to youraaN to check out
Mk) Am Manor 4 Charles Tower Apts
cal 352-4360 Sun-Thin 10:301 or 2M RMMTES NEEDED FOR 230. 352-7361 Mon-Frl. 6:00SPR. SEM
NfCE HOUSE. BrG 8:00 pm.
YARD CALL 352-4pg3.
1 BORM APT NEAR CAMPUS
1 or 2 M ROOMMATES NEEDED NICE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL
FOR 2nd SEMESTER. NICE HOUSE. DAVID. 1-382-3110
BIG YARD CALL 362 4093
2 students needed for 5 bdrm 2 bdrm. apt. - close to campua eupfcsaaa Jen Aug $320m». «thouse. Spr Sam. 319 Pike St
dudes neat, cable, water. 4 laundry
1 267-3341
Isolates Cal 352-1238 or 3722801. aaklor Eva

HELP WANTED

Begm vmmedialery with America's
faateat growing corporation offering
rapid advancement and unkmrted income Find out how Nov 16. 1:30
p m.. Hoaday Inn (Guild Room) 1-76 4
Stlckney Ave , Toledo, OH.
Houaemen'woman wanted for camoua sorority lor Spr Sem to do
kitchen wont such ss: washing pens,
cleaning ovena. emptying garbage. In
return tor n-teeJe-lunch 4 dinner. If
Interested send resume lo Box 39 by
Nov. 23. Include campus relarencea
OVERSEAS JOBS-Su
round. Europe, S. Amer., Auatralla,
Asia.
All Flelda.
$50O-$12O0
monthly Slght.eelng. free Info.
Writs MC Box $2-041 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92825.
PART TIME CHILD CARE Wanted
npepttnafaa. dependable, loving person to care tor chad In my home.
Needed: Tnurs 4 Fri 8 30 5 30
Dae thru May For Interview cal
352-2192

1 bdrm apt to sublet $186 /mo al
utt mcl Cal 354-1480 late evenkyjsol weekends.
1 6 2 Bedroom Apia Available 3523841 11 00-3:00 pm or 354-1120
after 3 00 pm
Now renting 1 Bdrm F-U apta 2
bdrm F, gaa heat, tenants pay alec
trie, laundry lacaMa saleable. Al
residents granted priveege of a membership to the Ctverrywood Heatth
Spa PREFERRED PROPERIES CO .
836 HIGH STREET RENTAL OFFICE. 352-9378
House tor rent acroaa Iron Rodgsrs
Dorm, gaa heat turn , ajal remodeled 352-7365 Aval second Sam
Summer '83-'B4 school year.

Grsd
atudenta. profeauorvela •
looking lor 2nd semester houaktsr?
Consider a fuey lurrvahed studto, 1
badroom lurmehed or urrtumashed
apartment in Quiet landscaped surroundings krst 6 minutes from campus Located near two snopcahg
Single person lor minor maintenance centers Spring semester rental aapatve-tn. low rent, no unla , plus caah csbons are now bang accepted CM
Begin 2nd Semester, experienced 352-7245 or visit Lamplgnt Court
Apartments. 885 South Main Street
only Cal evea at 352-6240.
1 5 Bxaron (Joker corp seeking eelf • 2 bedroom turn apt Heat, water.
motivated inorvWuaas High Income Cabla TV paid . parking lot. laundry
polontkel 352-8343
lacaitee. $285/mo One opening
now, akso several Spring Semester
openahga Cal 362-7182

FOR SALE

MCS speakers, 100 Watts $350 or Charming older home converted Into
a 2 bdrm apt aval 2nd earn, eld
best otter lot both Cal 372-3270

front 4 back porch, large kitchen
SKI BOOTS FOR SALE- Nordlca
evmg 4 dining room and car port
mans sue 8 M $40 00 Cal Cindy
$275 plusutl CM 352 6860
354-1947 evea. after 8 00
Forest Apartments
RaasonabJa
Canon AE-1 Program 35mm lor salerates. John Newtove Reel Estate
with 50mm 1.8 lens, brown caae. 354-2260 or 352-8553
3 rmtea. needed for Spr Sam to akykght Inter. strap-$350 00 Excel
share 4-bdrm hse w/2 olhera. cond. Cat Cindy 354 1947 eves Aval Jan. 1 2 bdrm home $68 76
mo per person with 4, Ada St.. Lots
tmmed opening aval. 303 E. Merry after 8 00
SI Close lo campus $100. mo 354- Seth Thomas metronome lor sale, t of room, cal 352-5766 eve
1543
STUDENTS 1 FACULTY
yr. old, hardly bean used. $1000
M ROOMMATE
Cal Karen at 353-2805 or leave We star have some nice apartments
avaaable
Give us a cal for al your
message
in
on-campua
maabox
110QMO.
houaavg needs. NEWL0VE MANCALL 352-7817
4670
AGEMENT 336 S Mam 352 5620
2 F. nttta. needed to ahare large, 1980 Mustang 19.000 tnl. P.S.. najt
turn . 2 bdrm apt. Tasteful, decor In proofed, coneote
Excel
cond
shades ol red Make the) apt vavant Asking $4200 352-9179.
WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP OF 1
4 cheerful Cal 352-8959 or 352
Kitchen tabes and 3 kitchen chairs AND 2 BORM UNITS AVAR. FOR
6860 to see ttas chsrlTang opt
Coffee table Good condition and 2ND SEMESTER FREE HEATH AVAIL. ON A FIRST COME BASIS Cal
1 OR 2 F NEEDED TO SUBLET nexponaive Cal 352-2859.
UNFURN APT SPR SEM MEAO- Technics SA-JOO receiver. 1 yr old, Nowlove Management 352-5620
OWVIEW COURT CALL 382-6842. $100.00 Sony Direct Drive PS-212 Taad of roommates? Erxjoy peace 4
2 Female Roommatee needed Spring turntable. 1 yr old. $110 00 Cal quiet at our futy furnished sluoro apt
aign up now tor 2nd aemeatar ol take
Semester Ckvae to Campus. 2nd and Steve at 352-1859
advantage ol oor Fal specials' CharHigh Cal Erica at 352-4062
ing Cross Apta . 1017 S Mam SI .
2 F. rmtea. needed for Spr- Sem. FOR RENT
352-OSgQ
Apt very close to campus 2 baths.
Houses 4 apta. does to campua lor
Cal Karen or Use after 5pm 352Apartments for Rent!
3307
the 1983-84 school year
Leearng for second aemeatar. 1 or 2
1-267-3341
1 F RMTE NEEDED 2N0 SEM 836 Badroom apartments-Furmarvad and

Receive Free Samples, Aids, snd THE GAME ROOM 248 N. Main
Booklets All tor the Asking. Detalla 6 Tokeni lot $1.00 dally.
$1.00. Aatroa LTD. 7447 Lunit.s The Sigma Nu hockey team would axe
Lane. Parryaburg. Ohio 41551.
lo thank al tha brothera 4 Little
Receive 113 dltlerent magazine. Sraaea lor thee- supoport that season.
from National Publishers that offer The "Slammer." ■ You'll all have
no coat aubscrlptlona on a continuscenes In my next film. Only one
ing ba.1. Details $s.00 Astros Ltd.
week left, unleaa you blow H Friday.
7447 Lunllaa Lane, Parrysburg. Mr. Fowler.
Ohio 41551.
To Elite Haeeett.
Rechrome All Metal Hems At Home Congt.tul.1lon. on your election aa
Without The Use Of Electricity Or Alpha Gamma Delia PRESIDENT.
Tanks Details $2.00. Astros Ltd. I'm proud of you! Love, Your lime
7447 Lunltas Lane. Perry.burg,
Julie.
Ohio 43551.
TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
Remove Mineral buildup In your
DOUBLE VISION NIGHT
auto 4 truck radiators Details
8pm -10 pm
$1.00. Astios Ltd. 7447 Lunltaa LOCATED IN STADIUM VIEW
Lane Perryaburg. Ohio 43551.
PLAZA
Remove Tamlah form Silverware. TO THE BOWLING GREEN BASKETStarling, Copper, and Brass In 2 to 1 BALL TEAM.THE LONG TOUGH
minutes Details $1.00. Astroa Ltd.
SEASON STARTS OFF TONIGHT 4
7447 Lunllaa Lane. Perryaburg,
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI
Ohio 41551.
EPSILON WOULD UKE TO LET YOU
Replete Your Silverware And Silver- KNOW WE'RE BEHIND YOU ALL
plat. With Real Silver Does Not THE WAY. 00 FOR ITI
Metier If Hem Been Plated Before Or
To the men ol Slg Ep Chi:
Not. Detail! $2.00. Aatroa Ltd. 7447
We are vralttng lor the LT Sra initia- 4TH ST., BTWN HIGH 4 S COLLunltaa Lane. Perryaburg. Ohio
S5MVSEM.. FURNISHED
tion Oops. Old we ssy that?' Di 4 LEGE
41551
CALL 362-0759
Add

1 4 2 bdrm apts
unfurnished $180 or $ 220 mo
352-2276 unhi 8 3520232 or Convenient. spacxxis-Meadowview
Courta—
352-1195.
352-6882

MYLES PIZZA PUB
352-1504

TONIGHT

FREE SIX PACK OF

Ft* ff»S4KVRbOf.5 Catf 372 2719

November 11-13. 1 7 20

1 FE ROOstATES TO SHARE t
BEDROOM APARTMENT AT UNIVERSITY VILLAGE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. PLEASE CALL TRACY
AT 372-2401
'
'

F. Roommate for Spring 0am—Mr, 2
Bats, from Campua. $100 rent 4
utaaeslmonth Cal 354-1630

3 pm iTMlinaM r^OvtJVl^DaJ. 20

by Bernard Shaw

Make Your Own Greek Style Spinach Pie
Detalla $100
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunltas Lane
Perryaburg, Ohio 415S1

lor the winter. Store it
here m B G lor only
$10 00-bicycle
luty insured
S20 OO-motorcyde fully insured
352-7058
8-5 weekdays

Furs

8 pm MaaT/< AodnofXiiT.

I;
I
I
I
I
I
I;
I:
I

nastaio Your TV Picture Tube To Its
Original Bilghtne... End Coetty TV
Picture Tube Replacements Forever. Details S4.95. Aatroa Ltd. 7447
Lunltaa Lane. Perryaburg, Ohio
4S551.

T-eMrt Max screening. H your not
getting your ahlria tram JEANS N'
THINGS -your probably paying loo
much" jeans N' Things, 531 Ridge
St.
Make Your Own Ganger Beer At
Home
Detain $1.00
Aatroa Lad.
7447 Lunlta! Lane
Perryaburg, Ohio 43461

SHERRY JACKSON: Welcome to 2906.
the house of the heart. You're a Rmmte needed $100'mo Near
great addition to a hell ol e family. campus 3520588 or 372-2680
Love you! FEEJ.
RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEM
— PALSY —
2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS $85 per
Beat of luck to you! You're the
STOP!"
WAIT!!!
mo CALL 352-8364
Don't haul your bicycle home
greateatlf Jual another t.n.
WANTED F RMMTE FOR SPR

>i v.ior.
r.vr.i.vi. v

l

nal Appearance Detalla St.00. Aatroa Lid. 7447 LunRea Lane.
Parrysburg. Ohio 43551.

Reetore Your Automoblls 4 Truck
MATT LENHART Congratutahona on Battery To Ha Original Condition.
being chosen for WHO'S WHO' Good Detalla $1.00. Astroa Ltd. 7447 LuLuck agalnal Kent this weekend
nHa» Lane. Perry sburg, Onto 416S1.

Free Tobacco Samples All for the
eaUng, Details SI.00. Aatroa Ltd.
7447 Lunlta. Lena, Parryaburg.

Eliminate Glare From Wlndowa.
Skylights. Store Wlndowa. And
Windshields. Save Money From
•••HOLIDAY INN*"
Faded Carpeting And Furniture.
Happy Hours everyday, all day
Save Money On Heating And Air
every night, ALL NfOHT
Aaeemble Your Own Metal Detector Conditioning Coat. Detalla $2.00.
Holy 4 Linda Bogot Great K* Iras
Fatt And Eaey. Dat.ii. $5.oo. As- Aatroa Ltd. 7447 Lunltaa Lane. Per- Friday during tha Farconettes parlor
tros Ltd. 7447 lunrlae Lane. Perrya- rysburg. Ohio 43551.
rtvance at the hockey game' (We
HELP" I need riders or a ride to burg, Ohio 4JS51.
Eliminate Ma|or Motor Overhaul. missed you al the tea ) Keep up the
Indiana Urw Dec 3-5 Can leave On
Thus maybe Call 2-4623 I ask lor Aaeemble Your Own High Predelon Forever. Details $2.00 Aatroa Ltd. good work Love, your Alpha Cm
Tachometer For Hall The Coat. 7447 Lunltaa Lane. Perry»burg. Slstera
Mary Jo
Dat.il. $5.00 Aatroa Ltd. 7447 Lu- Ohio 43551.
Joanne Sapporrto: welcome to Slg
nlta. Lane. Parrysburg. Ohio 435S1. Eliminate Roaches e. Buga from Ep. I'm proud of you, my flrat little'
SERVICES OFFERED
A.seirtbte Your Own Electronic your home effectively. Detalla
ta»«,lsst
Fishing lures Catch Flah. Not wild 11.00. Aatroa Ltd. 7447 Lunrlae Kappa Delta. Laet Friday wae a
Claims Detalla 14.00. Astroa Ltd. Lane. Perry»burg. Ohio 43551.
definite blowout. Not bed for a
ABORTIONS
7447 Lunltaa Lane. Perry.burg,
oouplo ol atrangaral The Phi Taus
1-24 week terminations
Ohio 4JS61.
EVERY MON a WEO
Karen 4 Eileen
Thanks for evapp'ts made 7 days
AXO'S1 Gel reedy to warm-up for
6-8 ALL THE TACOS
erythang
we love you both DiCALL TOLL FREE
Thursday night with the Theta Cms
you can eel only $2 85
ana
and
Anne
1 800-382 1205
We re looking to torgel about ttva cold
AT EL DORADO
Make Your Own Greek Style Sanda have lun
Don't forget we have
wich Sauce.
Details $1.00.
BART. WE'VE GOT SOME WON
THE BEST MARGARITAS
Aatroa Ltd.
DERFUL TIMES TO LOOK FORIN TOWN
7447 Lunltaa Lane
WARD TO GETTING YOU AS MY
Parrysburg, Ohio 43551
BIG IS THE BEST THING TO HAPLadles ot Alpha XI Delta
PEN TO ME THIS YEARi YOUR ONE
Make Your Own Greek Style We can't think of anything we'd rather
f, ONLY SIG EP LITTLE, KAREN
Salads
do than warm up a cold Thursday
Make Your Own Greek Style CabDetalla $1.00
evening with our staler sorority
ABORTION
bage
Rolls
Detalla
St.00.
Aatro.
Astros
Lid.
Looking forward to tonight
TOLL FREE
Ltd. 7447 Lunltaa Lane. Perry.burg.
7447 Lunltas Lane
9 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
The Brothera of Sigma Nu.
Ohio 43551
Parryaburg. Ohio 43551
1-800-430-0039
Let1 Julee4'm so exerted to have the
Be different'
Free CookBook All For The Asking "Right" to aay, you're truly the
Send Saloons
Detalla $1.00
beat little In every singis way. XI
352-8061
Astros Lid.
Lovo-Your awaiting Big.
7447 Lunit.s Lane
Be
Ditlerenti
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
Lisa Morgan-You've done a fantastic
Parrysburg, Ohio 43551
Sand Baaoons
PROFESSIONALLY DONE
rob cheering the BG lootbal team al
352-8061
Free Garden Seed. All far the tha way to California 4 you're Alpha
CALL 362-4017
asking. Details St.00. Astroa Ltd. Chi setters are so proud ol you Catch
CARL.
I'M
PROU0
TO
HAVE
YOU
AS
Expert Typing
A LITTLE 4 A BROTHER THANKS 7447 Lunltas Lane Parryaburg, some raya lor us' We love ya & we're
Reasonable Rates
Ohio 43551.
FOR THE B-OAY CAKE
behind you al the way.
Can 352 7305 altei 6pm

Treat yourself for the rtokoayel
Raeld.nt Student Association
wouU axe to congratulate tha reet- With a carefree perm (sJO.04. rag.
denta of Bromtield on winning the $40) or a predator! cut ($4.00. rag
Championship Spirit Weekend $10.) with Mlndy or Dianna.
Roman'! Hair Designer!
fjaaxeataslll
svaasum Ptaaa 14H107.
Restore Fine Furniture To Ra Origi-

RED
CREAM SODA

Of 372-2222
AdiM 3 50 SttrMOf CiUens 2 50
Student* 1 5C
P S It's <9 comedy

with any

With a precision cut, your hair
looks great tor months and

12" or Larger PIZZA
(l)One coupon per order

requires little care.
Precision cutting is the art ot
cutting hair in harmony with
the way it grows...to compliment

Expires December 1, 1982

your facial features.

..I.
"■I
STUDENT HAIRCUTS
r
K
Use this coupon to get It
2 tickets for the price of 1! K $1 OFF WITH THIS AD!
For Wednesday and Thursday
It ROMAN'S HAIR DESIGNERS
Baird*Dianna Harvey
■ Performance of Major [Barbara It Ron Roman*Mindy
STADIUM PLAZA - 352-2107
only
i

v

Cheesecake,

JACKS
BAKERY

USING PURE INGREDIENTS
FALCONS vs. LAURENTIAN
PRESEASON EXHIBITION 8 p.m.
ALL SEATS GENERAL ADMISSION
ALL-SPORTS PASS NOT VALID TONIGHT

c

1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate

1
6
10
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
28
31
34
38
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
45
47

DOWN
1 Battery units
2 Approximately
3 Entertainment
form
4 Prefix for cycle
Of form
5 Boundary between two nerve
libers
6 Little, in Seville
7 Chill
8 One of the
Dolomites
9 Form of healing
10 Decorator's field
11 Ancient defense

12 Leatherwork tools
15 Mister, In
Monterrey
17 Kind of club
22 Lab vessel
24 Leave standing
idle
25 Busy
27 Unmovlng
29 Go after a fly
30 Sicilian resort
31 Historic French
town
32 Mod musical
33 Demands
forcefully
35 Charged particle
38 Ibsen character
39 Vassal's land
41 Subversive group
42 PltchtK
44 Forgets
46 Roman
statesman
49 British female
novelist
50 Old language
51 Mariners
concerns
52 Athletic event
53 Tuscany river
54 Choir member
55 Traffic sign
59 Attention
60 Bikini part
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THE DAILY CROSSWORD PGZZLE
48 Extremely
enthusiastic
52 One of the
seasons?
54 In that regard
56 Homme de
(lawyer): Fr.
57 Formerly,
formerly
58 Canary, for one
61 Eve's grandson
62 International org.
63 Irregular
64 Bon
65 Small fishing boat
ot Britain
66 Charges

%

SCRATCH BAKING

Must Present Coupon!

ACROSS
1957 Nobelist In
literature
Former TV host
"
lone
cowhand..."
Dark color
Certain look
Winter's blanket
Certain trophies
Cousin of etc.
C'est a
Plant of the lily
family
Pans of a creed
Russian plain
Broadway
personage
Sailing
Time of the day
British county
Piece ot jewelry
Confess (with
"up")
Large receptacle
Search lor
Ollie's partner
Fleur de
New Hampshire
city
Seed part
Birds of the
diamond?
Tunnel sound
"Get
."otTV

BrownlesT^^pQ

1

I

1448 E. Wooucr S«.
Behind Finder's East
Hours M-F «-IO Sal. A Sun. 9-10
Coupon & tninimum S2.00 purchase necessary
Expires 11-22-82

f

